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'Destiny'
 
Program
 
Organizes 
Self
-Help for 
Negroes  
fty 
fit 
E 
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Spartan  DION 
Insestigallve
 Writer 
EDITOR'S
 NOTE: This 
is the first in  tero-part 
series on 
Destiny,   
conservative Negro
 com-
munity 
self-help  program
 in 
Watts,
 and
 its 
answer 
to solving 
th problems
 of the 
Negro 
rect..
 
"We
 have got absentee 
landlords, absentee 
teachers,
 
absentee store owners, absentee 
public  officials 
and when the
 sun goes 
down  
there
 
is nobody
 here 
but  us and the 
cops." 
Call it 
alienation. call 
it
 a result of en-
vironmental
 
conditions,  call it 
prejudice.  The 
Negro
 
community
 
in
 America is having trou-
ble 
deciding
 
what its real problem is and 
doing  
something
 
about  it. 
But
 
for  the first time in the history of 
a Negro
 
ghetto,  a 
small 
nucleus
 of Negroes 
have 
mobilized within the
 poverty-stricken 
area 
of 
Watts  to 
prove that 
"self-help  is 
the 
only  
way  to raise the level of our people." 
Through
 
private
 
enterprise,  hard work 
and a lot
 ot faith, Destiny Charity Associ-
ation,  was established to 
bring hope and 
courage
 to Negroes to fight 
against
 so-
called 
governmental
 assistance programs and 
concerns. Its purpose
 is to wage verbal war 
against militant groups who are out to make 
violent civil 
disobedience  a daily reality in 
Watts. 
LABELED  AN 'UNCLE TOM' 
John Antowine, conservative
 Negro leader 
of the year-and -a -half old program believes 
that it is 
the 
responsibility
 
of
 the 
Negro  him-
self  to raise the standards of living and build 
constructive  attitudes.
 
Eyebrows
 raise
 and heads turn when peo-
ple hear about Negro Goldwater conserva-
tives. 
They just don't breed too many of 
that kind nowadays. 
And although Antowine is many times 
labeled an "Uncle Tom" by his own race, 
he 
stands on the principles that in order to 
obtain civil rights, the Negro
 must be guar-
anteed the rights of the U.S. 
Constitution 
and 
the Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth
 Amend-
ments which 
should be 
enforced.
 However, 
he believes that the rights
 of association are 
basically moral 
issues  and 
cannot 
be
 solved 
by passing
 laws such as the 
Rumford Fair 
Ilousing 
Act.  
"The Rumford
 Act does 
nothing to help 
the Negro, it only 
hinders our progress," 
said Antowine. Ile feels that no 
matter how 
hard we try, the 
government  cannot pass a 
law that will make people like one
 another. 
Antowine
 believes that the key to racial 
tolerance Iles not in laws alone, 
but  within 
individuals. 
It is a 
long and tedious process
 to try to 
explain to a race 
that has been exploited 
by the white man for 
centuries  that the 
white men are
 not all bad. It 
Is nearly im-
possible to establish
 an attitude of self-
respect 
in
 people who are trapped in a life 
of poverty and know 
nothing except the 
hate and rejection of the society around 
them. 
'The Watts area is comprised 
of 10 census 
tracts all in Los 
Angeles  County and has 
a 
total of 7,064 families, of 
which  3,930 live 
in 
poverty,
 or 65 per cent. 
The  poverty 
range  runs from a mere 
35.0 to the highest 
in the 
country  at 80.0. In the latter 
case 
the median income 
is $2,370," said 
Antowine.
 
NINTH GRADE 
LEVEL 
While the average
 education level
 
is 
about 
ninth
 grade, unemployment 
in the area is 
19 per cent, which 
is nearly three times
 the 
country's rate, according
 to Antowine. In 
contrast 
to
 the experience of the 
United 
States as a whole, 
the economic status 
of 
Negroes and Mexican
-Americans  in Los An-
geles has 
deteriorated  in the last five 
years.  
"With  an enormous
 percentage of 
broken  
homes,
 the purchasing
 power of 
a typical 
family 
has declined,"
 said 
Antowine.  
Even
 though 
they are 
faced  with 
the  
insurmountable
 odds of 
discontent, 
agitation 
by
 subversive 
elements  and 
lack of commu-
nication 
with
 the press, 
the Destiny 
solution 
is hardly a pipe 
dream. 
Utilizing a 
non-violent, 
"door-to-door 
cam-
paign," 
the small band
 of volunteers 
works 
diligently
 to promote 
a "people -to
-people" 
ptogram and fights
 the bloody 
battle  of 
racism and bigotry within
 their own people. 
while hoping 
for a definite 
breakthrough  
in 
the white community. 
By individual 
communication  and 
involve-
ment 
with the youth Destiny
 works to "dis-
credit 
militant 
groups,
 change 
the 
attitude  
of the community 
and keep the peace in the 
strife area," and
 most of all to 
prove that 
somebody cares, and 
that Negroes can help 
themselves. 
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20 Per 
Cent Vote 
Bargaining  Poll 
Continues  Today 
By MEGAN KNOX 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
 
At the
 
close of the polls yester-
day, only one-fifth of the 
eligible 
voters 
from the faculty had turned
 
out 
to vote on the 
pressing  issue 
of collective
 bargaining. 
Today,  
the 
list
 day
 of voting, 
the  polls in 
the Faculty 
cafeteria will 
open at 
9 a. 
m.
 and close 
at noon. 
The 
ballot  allows a vote 
for
 or 
against 
fleeting
 an "exclusive
 bar-
gaining 
agent  from 
those  faculty 
organizations  which
 are prepared 
to recommend
 and apply 
sanctions 
In efforts 
to
 secure adequate
 eco-
nomic 
support
 for the 
goals of the 
faculties."
 
However, 
this  election 
is being 
held  by the 
Academic 
Senate  pri-
marily to 
get  the 
attitude
 and 
feel-
ings of the
 faculty 
toward the
 is-
sue. 
Before  the 
State  
Colleges
 can 
use 
collective 
bargaining,
 the state 
legislature 
must 
vote on 
the 
Issue. 
Another
 
definitive
 
alternative
 is 
to 
appoint  the 
Academic
 Senate 
or 
councils  as 
the 
bargaining  
agent 
for the 
state 
college  or 
liaison be-
tween the
 faculty 
and 
higher
 ad-
ministration.
 
But the 
problem 
with 
this idea 
is the 
Academic
 is 
not 
a legal 
body and 
can be 
dis-
banded  
by
 the 
Board  of 
Trustees
 
at any 
time. 
Currently,
 the 
Bur -
gender
 Bill 
before  
the  state 
legis-
lature  
will
 
recognize
 
the  
Academic  
Senate
 as 
a 
legal  
bodyif  
it 
passes. 
The
 strong
 
division  
of
 
opinion
 
between
 
the  
five
 
faculty
 
organiza-
tions  
have  
recognized
 
several
 is-
sues, 
among  them,  
the key issue 
of what kind 
of sanction to take. 
Opposing
 the ballot are 
three 
groups, 
who  favor collective 
"nego-
tiations" 
rather than 
"bargaining"
 
and generally, 
more
 mild sanctions. 
They want
 "industrial 
labor rela-
tions"  
left out of the 
teaching 
profession, 
which  would 
definitely  
rule out
 the strike 
as a persuasive
 
device.
 
These
 three groups
 include: the 
American 
Association 
of
 Univer-
sity Professors
 (AAUP), the
 Cali-
fornia
 College and
 Unievrsity 
Fac-
ulty 
Association  
(CCUFA),
 and the 
California  
State  
Employees
 Asso-
ciation 
( CSEA ) . 
On the
 other 
side
 of the 
fence,  
the 
other two
 faculty 
groups sup-
port 
collective
 bargaining
 and the
 
sanctions  
necessary 
for 
negotia-
tionsincluding  
the strike. 
Favor-
ing this 
program
 are the 
American 
Federation
 of Teachers
 (AFT) and
 
the 
Association  of 
California 
State 
College
 Professors
 (ACSCP). 
With 
different  
sanctions,  the 
fac-
ulty 
would  be 
able
 to secure
 more 
benefits, 
including 
contracts  
and  
higher 
salaries. 
At the 
present  
time, the
 faculty 
members
 receive
 
no 
contract  
except  in 
special  
cases.
 
Faculty
 may have
 their 
salaries
 
cut at 
any  time. 
It was 
also
 com-
mented  by 
one  of the 
group's  lead-
ers 
Dr. James 
Clark,  Professor 
of 
English
 and 
president  of 
the local 
ACSCP, 
that
 "Events 
of
 the past 
few 
months  have 
shown most
 of 
us 
that
 the 
faculty  at 
present  is 
somewhat 
helpless  In 
the
 legisla-
tive 
and policy 
areas where 
the  
important
 decisions are 
made." 
MELVIN BELLI, San Francisco attorney, will speak to members 
of SAM and interested guests at the SAM 
bi-weekly meeting 
tonight at 8 at the Sweden House restaurant. 
Melvin Belli To Speak 
At Management Meeting 
Melvin Belli, San Francisco at-
torney, will address the regular 
bi-weekly meeting of the Society 
for the Advancement of Manage-
ment tonight. 
He will not deliver a prepared 
speech, but will mainly answer 
questions  from the audience after 
a few opening remarks. 
The 59 -year-old lawyer will 
speak after the social hour 
and 
dinner at 8 p.m. at the Sweden 
House restaurant, behind the Sears 
Store on West San Carlos Street. 
A packed house is expected and 
non -SAM members 
and guests who 
are interested in SAM or In hear-
ing Belli speak are invited by the 
club to attend his speech at 8, pro-
viding there 
is space available. 
Belli became a nationally rec-
ognized figure during the 1950s 
when Life magazine 
and other 
1111.1111111.mmumme...._ 
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POINT  
OF 
IMPACT   
Clarence
 
[halide, 
junior business 
major,  
received
 major 
injuries
 
when  
his
 
motorcycle
 was struck by a 
car 
at 
the 
intersection
 
of San 
Carlos
 
and  
11th streets 
Monday 
after-
noon.
 
Mrs.
 Judy 
Rocca,  
driver
 
of 
the  car, 
was attempting a left 
turn
 
onto
 
11th  
Street  
at 
the  
time 
of the
 accident. Passengers 
in 
the 
car  
and 
on 
the 
motorcycle
 
were
 also
 
injured.
 
Cyclists 
Hurt 
In 
Smash
-Up 
An SJS student is recovering
 
from major injuries today in Kaiser 
Foundation 
Hospital
 in Oakland 
following an accident Monday 
afternoon
 on 
11th
 Street. 
Clarence Dunkle, junior business
 
major, received a double compound 
fracture of 
the  lower left leg and 
a compound fracture of the right
 
heel,
 according to his father Mr. 
Nelson C. Dunkle, when his motor-
cycle was struck by a car driven 
by Mrs. Judy Rocca, of San 
Jose.  
Dunkle Was traveling west on 
San Carlos street at 
the intersec-
tion of 11th Street and Mrs. Rocca 
Was attempting a left turn from 
San Carlos to 11th 
Street  at the 
time of the accident. Carl Skro-
peta,  a passenger with
 Dunkle, 
received minor
 injuries and was re-
leased from a hospital 
yesterday
 
afternoon. A nine -year -old girl rid-
ing with Mrs. Rocca was
 also in-
jured. 
San Jose Police Officer P. Hada 
cited  Mrs. Rocca for failing to 
yield to oncoming traffic. 
"He 
will probably be In the hos-
pital all 
summer,"  Mr. Dunkle
 
said. 
cornmunication media termed him 
"King of the Torts." 
He became internationally known 
as lawyer for convicted murderer 
Jack Ruby. Annulment  of 
his 
re-
cent three-month marriage to San 
Francisco model 
and socialite Pat 
Montandon and his defense 
of 
Mario Savio has also served to 
keep him in the public 
eye.  
He is senior partner in the law 
firm of Belli, Ashe, Gerry, 
Ellison, 
and Gone 'in San Francisco, 
Prof 
To
 Analyze 
'Monopoly  Capital'
 
Dr.
 James O'Connor, assistant 
professor of economics,
 will review 
Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy's 
"Monopoly Capital"
 today at the 
Faculty Book Talk In 
Cafeteria 
A and B, 12:30
 p.m. 
The authors of the book rep-
resent Marxist philosophy 
in
 con-
nection with big 
business, capital-
ism, and competition in business. 
The Book Talk is open to all 
faculty members and students. All 
books reviewed are available
 in 
the browsing 
collection of the Li-
brary, first floor, central. 
Israel 
Army 
Build -Up 
Spurs
 Issues 
Debate  
By DON COX 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Arab and Israeli foreign stu-
dents will confront each other in 
a 
subdued  version 
of the 
deepening
 
crisis 
threatening  their homeland, 
tomorrow in Morris Dailey
 Audi-
torium.
 
It will be strictly a verbal en-
counter at 12:30 when students 
from 
countries  on both sides of 
the 
conflict  debate
 the 
issues sur-
rounding the
 present military 
build-up. 
The debate is sponsored by  
the 
Department  of Journalism 
and 
Advertising.
 
If the 
Middle Eastern crisis es-
calates
 at its current pace, tomor-
row's debate could 
involve issues 
that have already
 reached the 
shooting  stage. 
In 
latest developments,
 the So-
viet Union
 offered 
support
 to Arab 
nations, in a 
statement 
Tuesday.
 
The Russian 
pledge followed
 
close  on the heels 
of an order by 
Bulletin
 
WASHINGTON
 (AP) 
Presi-
dent Johnson
 Tuesday described 
the  blockade of 
the Gulf of 
Aqa-
ba
 to Israel shipping 
by Egypt 
as "illegal and
 potentially dan-
gerous
 to the cause of 
peace."  
Johnson said the
 United States 
considers the 
gulf to be an 
In-
ternational waterway. 
"The right of free, innocent 
passage of 
the  international wa-
terway is a vital interest 
of the 
International community," John-
son saki in a statement. 
United Arab Republic 
President
 
Gamal Abdel
 Nasser to close the
 
Gulf of Aqaba 
to Israeli shipping. 
"Aggression in the 
Middle  East 
will  encounter not only 
the united 
strength  of the Arab countries, but 
also resolute resistance on the part 
of the Soviet Union," the state-
ment 
said. 
Israel has declared that closure 
of the vital waterway, its only out-
let to the Red Sea, would mean 
war. 
Egyptian sources reported that 
the next Israeli vessel which passes 
through
 the narrow Tlran Straits 
to Israel's only southern 
port at 
Eilat would be 
stopped
 by Egyp-
tian 
troops.  
Egyptian troops occupied Sham
-
el Sheikh, an area
 that controls 
the  straights, when the 
United
 Na-
tions
 bowed to 
demands
 by Nas-
ser's 
government  and 
pulled  out 
the U. N. 
Emergency  Force. 
The 
Associated Press 
reported
 
Israeli
 Prime 
Minister
 warning, 
"A
 
Symphonic
 Band To End 
Season at Concert 
Tonight
 
The SJS Symphonic Band 
to- the Music Department's 
Festival
 
of 
20th Century 
Music, 
sponsored
 
an afternoon
 of high 
school  music 
clinics, and 
appeared  on 
Channel
 11 
compositions by American. French several times. 
and Russian composers. The pro- 
Tonight's 
program 
includes  Her-
gram, 
at 8:15 in Concert Hall, 
is
 old Owen Reed's 
"La 
Fiesta
 Mexi-
night will give the second of two 
concerts featuring contemporary 
free of charge. 
This is the Band's last concert 
of the semester. 
According to Its 
director,
 Dr. Vernon Read, assist-
ant
 professor of music, 
the  band 
has developed a "pride in 
the 
cleanness of its performance." 
The band,
 by tradition, per-
formed at 
this semester's honors 
convocation  
ceremony.
 In addi-
tion, the
 group performed during
 
cana," a 
portrayal  of the 
contrast-
ing 
elements of 
Mexican  culture;
 
"George
 
Washington  
Bridge,"  Wil-
liam 
Schuman's  
tribute to 
the 
"dramatic
 entry 
to the 
great 
metropolis";
 
Aaron  
Copland's  
"Em-
blems," his 
portrayal 
of "musical
 
states  of 
being"; 
and 
"Designs,  
Images 
and  
Textures,"
 Leslie 
Bas-
sett's 
musical 
representation
 
of 
diferrent  visual
 arts media. 
fateful hour,
 not only for 
Israel
 
but the whole world, is at 
hand."
 
Events  throughout 
the Middle 
East pointed to 
eventual  armed 
conflict. 
U.N. Secretary
-General  U Thant 
flew to 
Cairo  on a peace mission 
which  most feel will have 
little
 
success. 
Thousands of 
Egyptians shout-
ing,
 "We want war!" were 
reported  
massed near his hotel. 
King 
Faisal of Saudi 
Arabia
 said 
he 
would overlook past
 differences 
with 
other Arab nationsmeaning
 
Egypt and 
Syriaand join in any 
war 
against  Israeli aggression. 
In Washington, Senate leaders 
are 
calling for speedy
 action by 
the United 
Nations  Security 
Coun-
cil to 
prevent the 
impending  Mid-
dle East 
explosion. 
Secretary of State Dean 
Rusk
 
termed
 the situation
 "very touchy5
 
but refused
 to say whether
 the 
United States might 
be
 forced tO 
choose between 
action there oft 
Southeast Asia. 
Poverty
 
Rights  Action 
Center 
To 
Recruit,
 
Train  Volunteers 
The Poverty/Rights 
Action Cen-
ter, National Headquarters
 of the 
Welfare Rights 
Movement,  will re-
cruit, select,
 and train 100-200 stu-
dent volunteers 
for specific sum-
mer assignments with  local wel-
fare rights groups across the coun-
try. 
After a week of training 
and 
orientation
 on welfare and the 
welfare rights movement in mid -
June in Washigton, 
D.C.,  students 
will report to local groups for 
work 
until the 
end of August. 
Some student volunteers will be 
assigned to local groups to assist 
in recruiting welfare members 
through advocacy, benefit cam-
paigns, house meetings, and door-
to-door 
work.  
Other 
students will assist local 
groups in developing support in 
the middle class community, in-
cluding fund raising, work with 
churches, locating volunteer law-
yers, and promoting support on 
issues. 
Still other volunteers will work 
with local groups on legal research 
Programs,
 
writing
 
welfare  hand-
books, research buying clubs, day 
care, 
welfare information  classes, 
setting up offices, and other 
special  
projects.
 
Requirements to volunteer in-
clude an interest in welfare rights, 
commitment to a full summer of 
work, and willingness
 to accept 
the discipline of a specific assign-
ment with a local welfare 
rights
 
group. Some
 partial and full sub-
sistence stipends may 
be available. 
Interested students may write 
for 
more information to 
Poverty/
 
Rights Action Center, 1713 R 
Street,
 Northwest, Washington, 
D.C., 20009. 
Co-Rec 
Features  
'The Hula' 
Tonight  
"Hula to Hawaii" 
will be the 
theme of  the last Co-Rec tonight
 
from 7:30 
to
 9:30 in the Women's
 
Gym 
Professional hula dancers
 will be 
the special event to highlight the 
evening. 
The Paragons, a local
 band, will 
play. Regularly scheduled activi-
ties 
are volleyball, basketball, bad-
minton and swimming. 
An added activity will 
be a 
drama workshop presented by the 
recreational 
dramatic  class. 
It will be a variety
 type of show 
under the direction of John Wil-
son, director of the Menlo Park 
playhouse, from 8 to 9 p.m. In 
WG
 
280. 
ELECTRONIC
 MOMENT  Miss Patty Poulsen, 
American  
Airlines
 stewardess meets Frank Vogel, founder 
of the SJS 
college 
chapter of her own Fan 
Club, as 
Ron  
Todd
 looks on. 
Vogel
 formed the fan 
club 
after  
walking
 past a life size 
die -cut of Miss Poulsen daily 
on his way to school. 
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Editorial  
Peace 
Through
 
Action!  
The  United Nations 
was  concept-
ualized
 in 1944, 
established  in 
1945,  
anti formalized
 in 1946. all 
with  one 
purpose
 in mind: to 
maintain
 peace 
throughout the world. 
In this regard 
the U.N. has a check-
ered 
record.  Major 
conflagrations  such 
as the 
Korean  War. the Vietnam War, 
the
 slaughter in Indonesia,
 and nu-
merous revolutionary
 uprisings and 
coup d' etats
 over the years have elud-
ed the world organization's -olive
 
branch of peace. 
The U.N. has been 
partially success-
ful, however, in such crises as the 
Congo situation (1960
 to 1964), and 
the policing of the Suez Canal in 1956, 
to name two. 
Most of the 
U.N.'s
 successes as a 
peacekeeper, as a matter of fact, have 
been in Africa or the Middle East. 
But. overall, the organization's peace 
image has begun to dissipate over the 
years, until people 
more  often than 
not look toward its offshoots, such as 
UNESCO and the World Health Or-
ganization, 
than  to the parent. 
But now a major crisis has erupted 
on the world scene, a crisis that could 
split the Middle East into a monu-
mental battleground, staining the hot, 
arid desert with the blood 
of 100,000 
Arabs and Jews. 
The bellicose Nasser, 
flaunting
 his 
Soviet -made
 weapons like a phallic 
symbol
 of power, is threatening to de-
stroy Israel forever. And Israel, 
in re-
turn, is mobilizing every 
last man, 
woman. and 
child for the expected
 
great battle.
 
Nasser's  neighbors, especially Soviet' 
dominated
 Syria, are eager to 
join
 the 
fray. for
 the hated, 
pro-Western  Israel 
is a thorn in the
 side of the Arabs.
 
Despite the 
obvious alignment
 of 
the 
feuding
 nations. Israel pro
-Uteri -
can and
 the 
Arabs,
 pro
-Soviet,  this 
is 
the 
chance
 of the
 decade 
for the 
United 
Nations  to 
show
 its true 
colors, 
to step in 
and  attempt to 
halt what is 
certain
 to be a 
terrible 
bloodbath.  
The 
U.N. was 
founded
 as a 
world  
peace
-keeping organization
 and its cur-
rent Secretary
-General, U 
Thant,  con-
sistently lets 
the world know this 
verb-
ally. But now, let's 
see him act ac-
cordingly and take immediate 
positive 
measures to stop another Vietnam be-
fore it 
gets
 started. --R.J. 
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"What were you saying about a 'negotiated
 settlement'  . .?" 
Thrust and Parry
 
Precedent
 
Applied
 
to 
Bruckman  
Appeal  
Letter 
Asks to Improve 
Promotion
 System 
Basis  
Editor:
 
This letter was 
sent to a large number of 
faculty
 of SJS over a year ago. The 
situation  
which 
prompted the writing 
of the letter seems 
to be unchanged. 
Excellence in 
teaching
 is the most important 
characteristic 
of a professor. Creation of an 
excellent environment for 
teaching and learn-
ing is the most important job of the faculty.
 
A first-rate faculty must 
be acquired and 
maintained. Teaching 
excellence must be re-
warded. One of the more significant rewards 
is promotion
 to a higher rank. 
The first and most important criterion for 
promotion is 
supposed to be teaching ability. 
Yet, I am unaware of any effective applica-
tion of this criterion 
at SJS. 
The members of a Promotions Committee 
do not have much reliable first-hand 
informa-
tion on the teaching ability of candidates. 
At present, student rating sheets are 
used
 
as an important measure of teaching ability. 
It is easy to fake these records. 
A classroom visitation by a senior professor
 
might not yield proper information because 
his 
presence  could disturb the 
class.  
The rumors that circulate about teaching 
ability are not always reliable. 
Since  the Promotions Committees do not 
have reliable information on teaching, the 
judgment is likely to be based on 
other fac-
tors. The really superior teachers thus suffer 
discrimination. 
Teaching effectiveness can be easily and 
accurately 
measured.  The students
 do this all 
SIDE
-EYES 
By RICK SKINNER 
On October 22.
 1965,
 
on Seventh 
Street, 
a "R  an 
arena" 
crowd  
roared  
in
 ontici-
potion of a draft card burning by Roger 
Lette. 
then a 19 -ear
-old  sophomore. 
Four days later, a crowd of 2,000, in-
cluding agent- of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation.  iurned bole's protest into 
"an 
ohjeet  of riolicule." and the 
pacifist
 
declined  to hum i his card. 
Nineteen
 months after 
the  Lette spec-
tacle. David 
Harris,  former 
student
 presi-
dent of Stanford
 Usti% ersit. Friday
 advo-
cated  a mass turn
-in of draft cards
 to an 
Si
 
ti 
crowd
 of 
approximately  390. 
For those
 of us 
who  witnessed 
hoth  
events, it is e hieni
 that 
profound
 
 
hanges 
have
 
ocrurred 
iii rampo- dilitudes,
 
Where  
e, 
advocition
 
of draft card
 
burning  brought ocifcroos 
crowds,
 
near-,  
violence. hecklhig 
and 
side-show  
antics, 
last Friday's gathering
 was 
notable
 
mainly 
because
 of the calmness 
of 
the 
audience.  
Where students had once 
taunted,
 shout-
ed, 
pushed
 and
 booed, 
there  
were 
only 
rapt 
faces,  
soft conversation,
 
furrowed
 
brows.  
Lette fared
 two 
thousand  
curiosity
 seek-
ers, 
a "Roman 
arena" crowd 
of 
action -
hungry 
rabbli-rousers.  Harris 
faced
 
no 
hecklers,  no admonishers, few question-
ers. 
Friday Forum at SJS
 used to be a day
 
for 
in% eelisc. 
heated 
debate,
 
closed  
lists 
said all too often, closed 
minds.
 Every-
body- chose sides, and defended positions 
with a vehemence that often drew near 
to 
blows. 
This spring, Seventh Street on Friday 
noon has more often resembled Seventh 
Street on Sunday noon than the center 
of campus debate. 
Harris' topic Friday, as controversial 
as any, met with little discussion, less 
dissent. Students sat quietly, merely nod-
ding approval to Harris' talk. Those who 
stopped for a moment soon moved on, 
unwilling or 
uncaring to voice an opinion. 
It's hard 
to tell which is 
worse:  over-
emotional 
response or unquestioning ap-
proval. Certainly been a long time 
since we saw a real debate of issues
 on -sir
 
in
 our "Marketplace of Ideas." 
But if open minds mean closed mouths, 
or vice versa. as Daniel Henning (Tlinist 
and l'arry, May 22) would have us believe, 
SJS has 
become  home for one of the 
most open-minded student bodies in the 
nation. 
Harris has  set 
Oct.  16 for the massive 
draft card turmin. It remains to be seen
 
whether his prediction will hold. 
But  before this occurs, I would hope 
SIS 
doesn't 
go
 through another much 
debacle next fall as the Lew. episode. 
When 
controversy  
arises, let
 us 
debate
 
all sides, discuss 
merits  and demerits be-
fore taking action,
 and allow others the 
right of 
dissent  in an atmosphere of open 
and honest discourse.
 
the time. They are experts in this area. On 
the whole, their judgment is reliable. 
I suggest that alumni and students be asked 
to furnish ratings on professors 
directly to 
the faculty Promotions Committees. A sub-
stantial response to such a request would 
supply accurate and meaningful information. 
Student and alumni 
representatives  should 
be invited to testify at meetings of the Pro-
motions 
Committees.
 
In summary, the students know who the 
good teachers are from first-hand 
experience.
 
The senior professors may not know who the 
good teachers are. The senior professors, who 
must make the decisions, must seek and con-
sider advice from the students and 
alumni.
 
A. L Heckbert, professor, 
Electrical Engineering 
'President Clark
 Should 
Follow 1966 Precedent' 
Editor: 
Let me quote 
from
 the opening lines of a 
statement issued by  the faculty 
committee  
called 
by President Clark one year ago to 
investigate the Hendricks controversy: 
"The faculty 
committee has reviewed the 
allegations referred to it regarding the break-
down 
of student government. Only the gravest 
emergency would, in the committee's
 opinion, 
warrant the 
President's  direct interference
 
in the operations of student government,
 and 
the committee
 concludes that no such extra-
ordinary situation exists." 
I feel that the ouster of President-elect 
John Bruckman by the 
student  judiciary is 
no more a 
grave emergency than John Hen-
dricks' questionable veto
 of his own recall 
election. It 
seems  quite clear to me that the 
Bruckman
 controversy does not 
constitute the 
"extraordinary situation" 
prerequisite  for inter-
vening  set down in 
the findings of the
 1966 
commission. 
Therefore,  I urge the present
 commission 
appointed by President
 Clark to follow 
the  
precedent 
set forth in the 
findings of the 
1966  commission by 
recommending to the
 
President that
 he remain aloof from 
student 
affairs  and not 
intervene  in the 
present  
situation.
 
Tony  
Andrade  
A15851 
'Missionary
 Urge of Left 
Threatens
 New
 College'
 
Editor:
 
Though most 
"New
 Left" programs 
consist  
of 
little  more than impractical
 panaceas in-
volving
 
love 
for the solution of current prob-
lems, the 
SJS "New Left" has 
introduced  and 
implemented
 an extremely good, 
useful
 pro-
gram
 
in the 
Experimental  College. Designed
 
to 
provide
 "relevant" 
education  for those 
par-
ticipating.
 the
 College succeeds
 by filling gaps, 
chinks,  and omissions in 
the Administration -
organized 
curl
 iculurn.
 
A major advantage of the 
Experimental  Col-
lege 
is that the discussions in the meetings 
require a person to think 
logically
 about his 
 dR 
EDITOR'S
 NOM The Thrust end Parry 
nation of 
IS. editorial page offers students  
and 
faculty   
chance to 
express
 their views 
on
 
campus,
 
local, 
national or international inues.
 Space is allowed 
to 
encourage written debates on such
 current affairs. 
Contributions
 to Thrust and Parry must 
not 
exceed 
250 words, 
must be typewritten,
 double 
spaced
 
within 45-space 
margins and proprly signed 
with 
the writer's name and faculty 
or ASS number. The 
Daily 
will net print letters which
 are libelous, in poor 
taste or include
  personal attach. 
The editor re-
serves the right to 
edit  or cut letters to 
tonform to 
span
 limitations and 
to cease publication
 of letters 
dealing
 with subjects
 he believes 
have
 been 
exhausted.
 
opinions and beliefs. Participants find
 their 
beliefs challenged and their minds opened to 
new concepts and 
thoughts.  
Phil VVhitten's
 Guest Room in the May 23  
Spartan Daily explains and outlines the 
plans 
for the 
Experimental  College in the future and 
summarizes some of the 
philosophy  behind the 
program. 
The usefulness of the Experimental College 
is threatened, however, by the 
missionary urge 
of the New Left to spread
 its beliefs and 
Ideology. 
The one action that could kill the Educa-
tional 
usefulness of the Experimental College 
Is
 for it to be turned into a front for propa-
gandizing one 
particular  viewpoint at the ex-
pense of all others. 
A recent attempt to use the 
ASB govern-
ment in this way 
was made through CNP by 
some of the
 active participants in 
the Experi-
mental College Program. 
The atteenpt
 was defeated and the
 ASB gov-
ernment 
may continue to 
address itself to 
the problems 
of
 the student body. 
By
 the same 
method,  the Experimental 
College must be 
preserved  against 
plans  to use it for 
propa-
ganda 
purposes.  The way to 
do this is for 
people holding other 
opinions to participate in 
the 
Experimental
 College as 
both  students 
and/or organizers, The 
college will be stronger 
and more 
useful  as a meeting place 
of ideas 
if all faiths are present.
 This is completely a 
students' 
College.  I therefore urge 
everyone  to 
give consideration to 
the  college as a source 
of supplementary 
knowledge. 
Sign up for courses 
which interest you. 
Improve yourself and the College, too. 
Richard Angeline 
A8388  
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By DERREL
 H. WHITEMYER 
Hill 
881 
Years from
 now, 
when
 all is gone 
of 
hill eight eighty one 
 
Forgotten  in the minds of men, 
the 
reasons,  why, who won?  
We might, in 
gesture,  give 
some 
thanks  
to 
all  those songs 
unsung,
 
Who died in vain, so we might
 reign 
on tortured hills of dung . .  
* * * 
Cycle 
'Tis interesting
 to note, J.B., 
the trend amongst the poor, 
Has been
 to find the reasons why 
we 
rich have so much more . 
They
 question all inequities, 
all systems born of class: 
And point to all our privileges 
as prisons made of 
glass . . . 
Perhaps some day, 
if time permits, 
they'll shatter 
social  walls, 
Then gather 
what
 remains of life  
rebuilding as it 
falls ... 
Yet what 
will  be the structure
 used, 
what plan 
could pass 
their  test  
Why, 
yes, my friend, the
 one we built, 
what else would 
man know best? 
* 
* * 
To Rule 
Perhaps if I, in length, 
prepare
 
A list 
of all the men 
who'd  care 
To criticize and then 
compare  
We'd soon 
have  gods enough 
to spare, 
And each 
would  judge 
all human
 error ... 
* 
* * 
Sailor Man 
Old sailor
 man, 
don't  wonder why 
They question where 
your reasons lie, 
To search the sea 
as gulls do fly  
Go voyage
 again, 
go 
pass them
 by 
...  
And so 
he sailed
 
where
 no 
man's  gone, 
Past 
charted  
islands
 
on and
 on, 
Past 
all shores 
he 
raced  the
 dawn 
 
Toward  
land's 
end and
 far 
beyond 
... 
Notable
 
Quotes
 
11 
Senator
 John 
Pastore
 of Rhode 
Island, 
Senate 
appropriations  
subconunIttee  
chairman,
 
on 
being advised 
by P. L. Roof, 
executive  aide 
to the Capitol architect,
 that a couple of 
Senators have 
been
 running up 
tabs  as high as 
$5,000 each at the 
Senate restaurant: 
"I'm 
shocked
 at hearing this. I wouldn't
 be 
surprised if these 
same Senators weren't al-
ways talking
 about 
economy 
in government." 
* * * 
Dr. 
Seymour
 L. 
Halieck,  director 
of student 
psychiatry at the University of Wisconsin, In 
a paper 
on
 the 
growing  problem 
of alienated 
students  presented at 
a 
meeting in Detroit of 
the American 
Psychiatric  Association. 
"The 
university
 experience is 
... one
 which 
forces  
the student to question 
his  
earlier
 be-
liefs. Being separated from his parents and 
being 
exposed to 
critical scientific 
thinking, 
he learns that much of what adults have 
taught
 him
 is simply not true,
 At 
this
 point 
the 
student
 is fully capable 
of
 
distinguishing  
between 
scientific 
fact and
 cultural
 
dogma.  
If he 
perceives  
himself 
as
 having 
been 
deceived  
or misled
 in earlier life, 
he is more 
inclined 
to reject his 
parents'  values. 
"Perhaps even
 more important than 
his 
dis-
covery of 
"phoniness"  is the college
 
student's
 
ever-increasing
 
awareness  
of
 the 
impact
 of 
social  
changes  
upon  his 
existence.
 As 
he
 learns 
of new 
discoveries  in biology,
 
physics,  
chem-
istry, sociology and psychology,
 he perceives 
that 
the  "knowledge 
explosion"  
will 
quickly
 
render much of his learning outdated. 
"As he 
ponders
 the grim 
realities
 of 
over-
population,
 he also appreciates
 that
 the 
world 
in 
five  
years  will be 
quite 
different  
from 
the 
world he 
knows today. 
In 
such  
a situation 
many 
students  
eventually
 
conclude  
that  the 
knowledge
 and 
values
 of 
the 
past may 
not
 
be 
relevant
 to the 
present
 
and  may be totally 
useless in the future. 
"In such a 
situation
 the student is driven 
to live 
in the 
present.
 
Living
 
in
 the present 
soon leads to an 
emphasis
 on 
immediate
 grati-
fication and a gradual
 erosion of the 
student's
 
capacity to feel
 
compassion,
 to assume re-
sponsibility, or to 
make commitments. 
"If our 
future 
alienated  
student
 now 
begins 
to experience
 
uneasiness  
as to the meaning-
fulness of his 
life,
 he 
finds  
ample 
reinforce-
ment of 
his 
doubts  in his 
day-to-day
 life 
in 
the 
university
 
community.  Students  
at 
large uni-
versities are 
almost 
completely  
separated
 
from
 
adults. A 
student
 can 
spend  
months  on 
a 
large  
campus
 without 
having  
a conversation
 with 
a person 
over 30." 
International
 Business
 Program 
To 
Train
 
15 Students  Overseas
 
JOHN
 
WALLAK
 
Spartan
 natty
 Staff
 
Writer  
The 
international
 
business  
world  
is 
engaged
 
in its
 own 
unheralded
 
private
 
"peace 
corps"
 
program  
called  
AIESEC
 (pronounced "eye -
see").
 
"AIESEC
 
contributes
 to 
world 
peace 
and 
progress
 
in providing 
both 
businessmen
 
and 
students
 
with 
an 
exercise
 in 
cooperation
 
through
 the
 
sharing
 of 
knowledge" 
 
Pies. 
Dwight
 
Eisenhower.
 
ALESEC
 
stands
 for Association 
International
 Des Etudiants
 En 
Sciences
 
Economiques
 Et 
Cornmcr-
dales
 and 
is a 
reciprocal
 inter-
national
 
business exchange 
pro-
gram.  
Principally
 the 
idea is to provide 
upper  
division  
business  
and  eco-
nomic
 
students
 throughout
 the 
world
 with 
work -trainee job
 
oppor-
tunities  
in foreign
 
countries.  
TRAINEESHIPS
 
The 
average  
traineeship  
is 12 
weeks 
for 
which  the 
student 
is 
paid a 
stipend 
sufficient  to 
cover  
living
 expenses
 and 
incidentals.  
The  
student
 pays 
his  own 
transporta-
tion, 
At each 
participating  
college  a 
student 
committee 
enlists business
 
firms 
within  its 
area to take
 for-
eign 
trainees
 and 
engages  in 
fund 
raising
 activities
 to cover
 its own
 
expenses, 
The
 number 
of
 students a 
col-
lege
 can send
 overseas 
is limited 
only 
by the 
number
 of 
AIESEC
 
traineeships
 it can 
secure in 
its  
area 
for foreign
 students.
 
The 
AIESEC  
committee  at 
SJS  
is affiliated 
with the Society for
 
the 
Advancement  of 
Management 
and leads 
AIESEC  
committees  at 
Stanford, S.F. 
State, and U.C.
 at 
Berkeley
 in the 
number
 of ex-
changes 
secured.
 
For this summer the
 SJS AIES-
EC has lined up 15 trainee -ships 
for foreign 
students  at local busi-
ness firms and in turn
 is sending 
15 SJS 
students  to trainee -ships in 
foreign countries. 
TREMENDOUS
 GROWTH 
AIESEC committee
 president 
Steve
 Berg, senior 
in business and 
industrial
 management, 
secs  tre-
mendous growth
 for the program 
arid predicts that his committee 
will secure at least 25 
exchange
 
traineeships for next year. 
This
 yrar the 45 -member
 com-
mittee raised over $1200 for its 
expenses in "survival kit" fruit
 
basket 
sales.  
Berg's committee sells the bas-
kets for $2 through direct letter 
solicitation 
to
 parents, buys the 
fruit in bulk, puts the baskets 
together at a workshop, and then 
delivers 
them.  
The "survival kit" idea was cre-
ated  by US-AIESEC 
headquarters
 
in New York and 
is
 used by all 
college chapters 
as;  their primary 
source of 
funds. 
Berg said his  committee 
is
 pre-
paring a 
half-hour
 film on its activ-
ities,
 in conjunction with the 
drama  
department, to be 
shown on tele-
vision in 
November to 
interest
 
more 
companies
 in the 
program. 
WEEKLY  PARTIES 
This  summer 
they
 will give week-
ly 
parties for 
the 15 foreign
 train-
ees 
in 
this
 area 
as well as a 
guided 
tour of the 
state 
capital
 and a 
pri-
vate 
interview 
with Gov.
 Reagan. 
AIESEC 
is
 entirely 
student ad-
ministered
 and has
 grown 
drama-
tically 
since its
 inception
 in 
1948  
by 
students
 
representing  
seven 
European
 
countries.  
It 
has since
 
sponsored  
40,000 
panies 
which 
pay a 
$200 fee 
per 
trainee 
if they 
have  
international
 
operations
 or 
a $100 fee
 if they 
operate  
completely  
within 
the 
country.
 
This 
money 
goes to 
the national
 
headquarters
 in 
New York,
 which 
is staffed
 by 
recent  
college  
gradu-
ates 
who 
worked  on 
AIESEC
 com-
mittees
 while in 
college, 
to help 
defray 
administrative
 
expenses.  
The 
national  
office 
screens  
for-
eign 
applicants,  
handles  
the  
paper
 
work,  
issues
 visa 
permits,  
and as-
sists 
in 
securing
 
transportation,
 
housing  
and  
insurance.  
Currently  
72 United
 States
 col-
leges
 and 
universities
 and 
hundreds
 
of 
business  
firms 
participate
 and 
since  
1956
 have 
conducted
 5,000 
exchanges.
 
EXCHANGES
 
INCREASE
 
The  
number
 of 
U.S. 
exchanges
 
has 
increased
 25 per
 cent 
a year 
until  this 
year 
over  700 
U.S. 
stu-
dents 
will 
work  in 
foreign 
coun-
tries
 with 
a 
reciprocating
 number
 
of
 foreign
 students
 
coming
 to 
the 
United
 
States.
 
The 
dramatic  
increase 
in 
United
 
States 
and 
international
 
participa-
tion in 
AIESEC 
is 
reflected
 in a 
statement
 
read
 into 
the 
Congres-
sional 
Record  by 
Senators
 Bayh, 
Fulbright,
 
Javits,  and 
Kennedy:
 
"For
 
value  
received  
per  
dollar
 
Engineer  
Position  
Civil
 
engineering
 
majors 
who 
wish to 
apply -for 
a civil 
engineer-
ing 
positions 
with  Union 
City in 
Alameda
 County 
may sign 
up
 for 
an 
interview 
appointment 
in the 
Placement
 Center, 
ADM234.  
Inter-
views
 will be 
held on 
Thursday,  
June 1. 
Phonellike
 
Cleary/Now
 
and  
sound
 
off!
 
Whatever's
 
bugging
 
you,
 get 
it
 oft 
your
 
chest
 
and
 
on the 
air.  
Call
 
and tell 
it to Mike Cleary 
on 
this 
brand
 
new 
radio
 
happening.
 
IP 
Saturdays
 
12-5
 
pm/Sundays
 1-6 pm 
Phnne:
 
478-3131  
San
 
Francisco
 
834-2926
 
East
 
Bay 
KCBS
 
radio
 
74
 
has
 Something
 to say 
Photo 
by
 A.J. Dubiel
 
HASTILY  
THROWN
 together 
example  of 
AIESEC  
"Survival
 Kit" 
for 
photographic 
and illustrative
 purposes. The
 actual ones 
con-
tain 
unbruised  
bananas,  
apples,
 oranges, 
grapefruit, 
and walnuts 
and 
are purchased
 for $2 
by
 parents 
for  their 
studious
 sons 
and  
daughters  
during  mid
-terms.  The 
AIESEC 
sells  them 
through  
random
 solicitation 
to parents, 
prepares them
 at a 
workshop,  
and 
delivers 
them. 
exchanges
 and 
this  year 
42 coun-
tries 
throughout
 the 
world 
will 
exchange
 4,500 
work
-trainees.  
In 
1956
 the 
United 
States 
joined  
AIESEC 
establishing
 na 
tional  
headquarters
 in 
New 
York 
City.  
It
 was 
initially  
financed  by 
Ford 
and 
Richardson  
Foundation  
grants. 
a"
 
PRIVATELY
 
FINANCED  uark 
Instigates 
U S - A I E S E C
 is 
now  
privately
 fi-
nanced
 by 
participating
 U.S. 
corn- 
Political Mini -Coup
 
expended it 
would  seem that 
AIE-
SEC is one
 of our 
nation's  most 
efficient and 
productive  efforts 
to
 
create better
 mutual understand-
ing among
 peoples of the 
world 
and
 to train 
future  leaders." 
By JIM BREWER 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
With John Bruckman's appeal 
still pending and Vic Lee hardly 
settled in the president's office, 
Vice President-elect Bill Clark has 
apparently declared himself in 
charge of student government.
 
In a sudden surge of 
temper
 yes-
terday, Clark ordered Lee's assist-
ant 
Gene
 Lokey to, "Get your 
hands out of my 
government!"  
The
 argument started when 
Clark,
 who has authorized
 inter-
view dates for 
appointed  positions 
without
 "granted authority," 
ac-
cused 
Lokey of tearing
 down sign-
up sheets posted
 on the College 
Union bulletin board. 
Lokey, admitting the 
act, chal-
lenged Clark's "right
 to give any-
one orders." 
"I'm 
interviewing now 
with  the 
right to 
appoint  later," the 
vice 
president-elect
 fired. 
Lokey, who 
stands
 a foot taller 
than the 
incoming  officer,
 com-
mented
 later, "I 
resent
 anyone do-
ing their 
utmost
 to take over stu-
dent 
government  without 
constitu-
tional  
authority.  
Mr. 
Clark's
 
arrogance
 was 
highlighted 
by his 
obvious lack 
of self 
control,"  he 
asserted  
angrily.
 
Clark,
 still upset by the 
episode,  
declined  to 
comment
 following
 the 
argument.
 
Student
 
Paper 
Answers 
Black Power 
Questions 
I 
World
-Wide
 I 
RILL GALSTAN
 
I "The Negro needs a nation and 
Most term papers are 
pounded 
a country of his own, where he can 
out late at night by 
uninterested
 
students seeking only a grade. But 
there  is presently 
circulatingin
 
small numbersa sometimes arti-
eulate paper by a freshman Negro 
on the touchy topic of Black
 
Power.
 
Reggie
 Toren wrote the paper 
for Dr. Robin Brooks' U.S. History 
17B course. All class members 
mimeographed their papers so they 
could have copies of each other's
 
work. Talk about Toran's paper 
circulated among classmates and 
later at a fraternity bull session, 
so that now people 
anxious to learn 
more about black power have 
asked for copies. 
It 
is
 a 
23 -page 
project
 titled 
"The Rise of Black 
Nationalism  
Past and Present." At times It 
objectively reports American Ne-
gro historyat others, Toren ex-
presses his moving views on the 
Negro and his place in America 
today. 
Toran bases his paper  on black 
nationalisma movement that has 
existed since 1816 when 
Paul Cuf-
fee, a New England Negro, inspired 
the American Colonization 
Society
 
to create a separate society for 
the blacks. It is a movement that 
has relevance and strength today. 
best show evidence of his 
own 
ability in the art of human prog-
ress," the paper 
declares. 
It 
then investigates the 
nature
 
of black power: "Black nationalism 
is just an attempt to change the 
attitudes and 
feelings Negroes 
have of themselves.  Black 
power 
is the belief in black self-deter-
mination 
... The concept 
of black 
power 
should  be no 
more  threat-
ening to people than the concept 
of Irish or Democratic
 power. 
Black 
people  do not 
want  
to
 take 
over this country. They do not 
want to 'get whitey.' They just 
want to get him off our backs." 
The paper 
describes the nation-
alism advocated by leader Stokley 
Carmichael: 
"(His)
 program or 
goal is 
to foster greater dignity 
and cohesiveness 
among  Negroes 
through 
increased
 racial aware-
ness. He wants to 
develop
 a poor 
black community Into a unified and 
independent political force using 
black 
organizers."  
Taken in total, the project is an 
Informative piece that 
describes
 
the particularly 
ignored history of 
the black  nationalism 
movement  
in the U.S. But, as 
Toren points 
out in his 
conclusion,  "Black na-
tionalitm is here, and this is the 
beginning." 
1 -Shirts 
Spell Big 
Business 
For Money
-Minded 
Students 
By MIMI RUSSELL 
Spartan Daily 
Staff Writer 
T-shirts are more than sports 
wear for three SJS students.
 They 
are a major money making project 
for Jack 
Chillemi,  Roger Nordby 
and Rise Brag. 
Jack Chillemi, senior advertising 
major from Atherton, started silk
 
screening shirts for his fraternity 
in the spring 
1964  semester "as a 
service to the house." 
He took in partners and broke 
into the commercial field when a 
swim team ordered 150 shirts dur-
ing the 1964 summer. 
"That summer I decided to sell 
shirts to the fraternities and soror-
ities in the fall," Chillemi said. 
Roger Nordby, senior business 
adminsiration major from Millbrae, 
handles the books and buys the 
T-shirts. 
Art work is done in part by Rise 
Brag, junior from Stockton, and 
Chillemi, who also 
sells and designs 
the shirts. 
The three work under the name 
of the Nor-Cal T-shirts  a name 
chosen by Chillemi 
at
 the start 
of the enterprise because he was 
only 19 and "wanted an impressive 
name to sell shirts." 
Nor-Cal T-shirts now makes
 
shirts
 for Santa Clara University, 
Fresno State and many groups 
on the SJS campus. 
"We made shirts for the judo 
team and the coach liked 
them so 
well they might be used for souv-
enirs
 for the visiting 
Japanese 
team," Chillemi said. 
T-shirts have also been made 
for a San Jose pizza parlor, every 
fraternity and sorority 
except  one, 
service organizations and an 
ASH  
political campaign. 
Future plans include
 doing 700 
shirts 
for a church group and 
shirts for a karate school, "We 
also might follow the fair circuit, 
It would be a good summer job and 
fun," Chillemi said. 
T-shirt selling has some inter-
esting moments, and Chillemi re-
lated one instance. "I was selling 
the Hawaiian T-shirt and
 after 
analyzing the market decided that 
the teen-age surfer would be the 
best buyer. 
"I drove over to Santa Cruz 
with 
my
 car packed with T-shirts 
and approached my selected mar-
ket but could not sell one shirt. 
"I was driving back to San Jose 
thinking of all the money and gas 
I had wasted when I stopped
 at a 
gas station. A group of Santa Clara 
students were there and saw the 
shirts in my car. Well, 
they liked 
them and bought the whole lot." 
T-shirt selling 
is not only an 
interesting way to meet people 
and run into some interesting ex-
periences but, "It Is a good way to 
make money," Chillemi said, 
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MORNING
 
HEADLINES:
 
Developments
 in MIDDLE 
EAST 
crisis.
 Now over 
100,000
 troops 
said 
stationed
 in EGYPTIAN
 de-
sert (Sinai 
. . 
JORDAN
 will 
al-
low 
Syrian
 troops to cross 
countrN 
to Israeli
 border . . 
U.N. to call 
emergency
 
meeting.. . BRITISH 
Prime 
Minister  Harold Wilson try-
ing
 to organize international peace
 
meeting . . . 
AMERICA  gravely 
concerned 
over crisis, watch for 
future 
American action . . 
ISRAEL tense, 
mobilized, fear 
stalks.
 
. . 
Masked  robbers hit 
armored  car, 
a Brink's, in MASSACHUSETTS 
again- $630,000 taken. 
Total  for 
armored car 
hits
 now more than 
$5,000,000
 since '50 . 
In MIAMI 40,000 Cuban 
exiles 
walked off jobs to protest jailing 
of 
militant
 anti -Castro leader.
 
Bomb explodes at exile headquar-
ters, Castro blamed . 
. . Reagan 
calls for higher 
taxes, reports 
SACRAMENTO, to balance budget 
. . . 
Washington warns American 
tourists  to "take into account" tur-
moil in HONG KONG when travel-
ing .. . 
In 
WASHINGTON  an attractive 
blond research 
assistant for Sen. 
Frank 
Carlson,  R -Kan., was found 
strangled in 
her apartment . . . 
and in VIETNAM allied
 troops re-
sumed action after 24 hour
 cease-
fire interrupted 
by 50 clashes and 
incidents taking 10 Yank lives . 
WE
 
COLLEGE
 
PLAN  
exclusively'
 
/or
 
THE  
COLLEGE
 
MAN  
College
 
rnaJter
 
from 
coast 
to 
coast  
the leader
 
in 
insurance
 sales 
to 
college
 
men.  
because
 
. . 
Guaranteed  by 
a top 
Company  
... No War Maar 
. 
. . Exclusive
 
Benefits
 at 
Special  
Rates  
.. 
Premiums
 
Deferred  
until
 you 
are  out 
of 
school
 
For Your 
COLLEGE
 
MASTER  
outline
 ... contact 
Jim Harget
 Frank
 Whey 
J. M. 
Wes 
Derwie 
Sheep 
Fidelity
 Unto. Lift 
I.   
505 
S.
 lath St. 
286-6700
 
Now! 
You Can Own
 a Spanish Guitar 
A great little guitar. This Westbrook Spanish 
guitar includes steel reinforced neck, pick guard, 
and steel strings.
 
only 
12"
 
We 
carry
 a complete line of guitar 
accessories.  
Camp/ *mac 
Co. 
60 S. First St. 
293-9290 
36 
Valley Fair 
243-8210 
It's all about to happen   
The 
Fantastic  
WILSON PICKETT 
at Stanford 
University,  May 29, 3:30 p.m. 
Hear in 
person: 
 Mustang Sally 
 Barefootio' 
 In The Midnight Hour 
 Do You Like Good Music 
 Land of 1,000 Dances  
And many, many more. 
Tickets ONLY $2 and $2.50, available at Stanford Box Office or Wendell Watkins Box Office at 
Sherman Clay, 89 S. 1st St. By mail, write: Wilson Pickett Concert, P.O. Box 6537, 
Stanford,  Calif. 
ITS ALL ABOUT TO HAPPEN 
PACK 'EM 
ON OVER... 
to Robert's for 
Bonus  
Week 
During Finals. 
eteln 
Q0.0.1  
330 South Tenth Street 
across from the 
men's  dorms 
OPEN:Friday,
 
Saturday 9 a.m. 
- 5 p.m. 
Monday
 -Thursday
 9 a.m.
 - 9 p.m. 
CIGS
 
15` 
Kleenex  
10c 
3 Hershey
 Bars 
Sc 
2 Rolls Toilet Paper 
10c 
2 Rolls Paper
 Towels 19e 
I 
Box Cheer Soap 
24c 
2 Bars Ivory 
Soap Sc 
Ajax Cleanser
   Sc 
Crest large 
site   29e 
One Item With Minimum 
Purchase of S2 
CASH
 
DISCOUNT  
ON 
MAJOR 
BRAND 
GASOLINE 
Puritan
 Oil 
Co. 
4th
 & William 
6th & 
Keyes 
10th
 & Taylor 
13th
 & 
(S1'44174;41
 
DAP'.
 
1r 
1 
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By JIM STREET 
Spartan
 
Daily 
Sports
 Editor 
Tracy Walters put
 on quite a track show 
Saturday  as the 
San Jose Intitational
 Meet director. The festivities
 ranged from 
a track queen and her
 court to ceremonies that 
resembled  the 
pageantry of the Olympic 
Games. 
Has ing been 
associated
 with the Olympics in 
his  coaching 
career. Tracy had 
a good idea of the 
problems  
invoked,  and 
aid  gh the 
ceremonies were abbretiated
 Saturday, much of 
the spectacle of an 
Olympiad
 
was pro -sent. 
Co -captain 
Rich Klemmer 
officially  opened the 
meet by 
carrying a lighted 
torch around the track. 
"It was 
more like a bug
-light,"
 Kt  -r jokingly
 t 
mewed. 
Next came
 a procession 
including
 the queen court
 and color 
guard, 
followed  by each of the 
three teams marching 
as  a   
a la Olympic Games. 
Bob 
Griffin
 led the Spartan
 brigade carrying 
an SJS flag. 
tsloich
 goes everywhere 
the track team goes. 
Tommie Smith 
Iollowed in his easily
-seen  purple sweat
-pants,
 with the re-
mainder of the team two -abreast. 
All of the meet 
officials
 joined in the march that
 ended with 
Me national :molten 
being played by the SJS 
dance band. 
Three of the figures 
most responsible for 
the procession 
',o
-re absent, however.
 One 
was 
Walters,  who along with 
SJS 
Hports Information 
Director  Nordy Jensen 
and  Dr. Henry Weston 
of
 the Biological Science
 Department, put 
together the program 
lin about two 
weeks.
 
Also helping 
in
 the smooth r  * 
g meet were a pair 
of 
' football players 
at
 SJS, Steve Cox 
and  Randy Cardin. 
Cardin 
Ns as responsible 
for selecting the 
queens  tough job) 
and also 
obtained  the torch. 
It was the last 
home appearance 
for Tracy as an 
SJS coach 
as he will move 
to his former
 
I   
of
 Spokane, Wash. 
We must 
my,  his farewell 
was  quite an 
event.
 Five thousand 
people
 will attest to 
that.  
SHAPE  
UP 
IN 
WRANGLERK)
 
S -T
-R
-E -T -C -H 
JEANS 
 
Navy  
 
Black  
 Light 
Blue 
 
Wheat
 
 Loden Green 
 
White  
Slim, trim, s -t -r -e -t -c
-h -y 75% 
cotton, 25% nylon in a wide range 
of colorfast fashion 
colors!  
True 
Wrangler  western style! 
Sizes 6 to 18. 
$6.95 
THE 
WORKINGMAN'S STORE 
218 W. Santa Clara 
Open Monday and Thursday until 9 p.m. 
HOT WALKER  Strutting
 at top speed is SJS 
student Tom 
Dooley
 
during  the 3,000 
meter walk in the Spartan 
Invitational
 
last weekend.
 Running, or that 
iswalking, for the 
Athens Ath-
letic 
Club, Dooley cracked
 American records 
for the 1,000 and 
2,000 
meter distances
 and finished
 the race in 
13:45.1. 
Summer
 
Teams
 
Sought
 
By 
Scattered
 
Spartans
 
Come the end of finals
 and the 
close
 of the spring
 semester, and 
the 1967 
Spartan 
baseball  team 
will 
shatter
 into two 
dozen indi-
vidual pieces, 
with  players 
depart-
ing for towns 
and hamlets
 all over 
the state. 
No 
matter where 
they go, how-
ever, most of the 
Spartans  are 
counting on, 
or at least 
hoping  to 
play 
ball  this 
summer.  
In 
the past semi -pro
 and other 
forms of 
loosely
 organized
 summer 
teams 
have served
 as outlets
 for 
college 
players'  unused 
energies, 
and have
 given 
the  
players
 a 
chance
 to 
continue  their 
sport 
through
 the 
summer.
 
Such 
Spartan  stalwarts 
as John 
Bes.sa. 
Tony  
Hernandez,
 Charlie
 
Nave, 
Al Taylor,
 Joe 
Ward
 and 
Pat  Garvey 
face
 the prospect
 of a 
basebailess
 summer, 
unless a 
be-
nevolent  sports 
fan,  with 
money,
 
can 
be found to 
foot the 
bill  for 
a semi
-pro 
team.
 
Last year
 these boys, 
along with 
such  noted SJS 
baseball
 alumni as 
Dave Gigliotti
 and Dave
 Mettler 
played 
for the 
Santa  Clara 
Mis-
sions,
 one of 
the  finest 
semi
-pro 
teams  in 
Northern  
California.  
This 
summer,
 however,
 they 
have failed to 
come up 
with
 either 
a 
sponsor,  or a league 
to 
play in, 
and 
unless  
something  
breaks
 fast, 
like--for
 instance
---a shower
 of 
money, the 
Missions will
 be down 
for  the 
count,  
and
 one 
of the 
hest  
 '
Yes 
We
 
Deliver!
 
Delivery 
Menu
 
REEF
 PIZZA
 
PLAIN  PIZZA 
(Extra 
Cheese)
    
MILD  SAUSAGE PIZZA 
........ 
SALAMI PIZZA 
.......
 
PEPPERONI PIZZA
12 Inch pizzas only 
Munlirooms
 
(cup) 
Spaghetti
 
(With garlic 
bread)  
_....--.--
Salmi  (Tossed
 
green)
 
..... _ ..... 
CakeSprite
 
(12 
oz-)
 
  . $1.96 
1.95 
1.95 
1.96 
1.95 
.25 
.99 
.40 
.20 
Supper 
fresh  ... right out
 of our 250' 
mobtle  
oven. Call  
for an 
economical
 
"QUICKIE  
CHICKIE"  
dinner  tonight!
 
DINNER
-4 big, 
plump  pieces 
of
 fried chick-
en:  delicious 
serving 
of spaghetti
 and hot gar-
lic bread   
$1.55 
CRATEThe
 party 
pleaser--packed
 with 8 
ready -to
-eat 
pieces  of 
golden
-fried 
eAlckua
 
an
 outstanding
 value!
   
$1.99
 
Delivery
 
Hours: 
Sun.
 
through
 Thurs., 4 p.m. to midnight 
Frt.  and 
Sat,  4 p.m. 
to 2 a.m. 
WE
 
DELIVER
 
10th & 
William
 
San  
Jose,  
California
 
295-3805
 
OPEN 
DAILY
 AT 
NOON  
summer 
outlets  for 
college  
baseball
 Outfielders
 Luke and
 Young are 
players 
in Santa 
Clara 
County  
will  
be 
shut
 off.
 
More 
fortunate  
are  Bob 
Burrill,  
Pete 
Hoskins, 
Fred  
Luke,
 Bruce 
Young, Tom
 Corder 
and Mike 
Ha-
zlehofer 
who are 
headed  for 
vari-
ous 
teams  
throughout
 the 
state. 
BuiTill 
will  
probably
 play
 with 
his
 home 
town 
San  
Mateo
 Blues,
 
while
 Hoskins
 hopes 
to
 hook 
on
 
with
 a team 
near 
his  work 
in 
Sacramento. 
taking directly 
opposing 
paths.  
Young will 
play with a 
team
 in 
San 
Francisco,  while 
Luke  is head-
ing
 for the 
southern
 part of the
 
state.  
Corder 
and 
Hazlehofer,
 out-
standing
 players 
on this 
year's 
freshman team
 will play 
locally.  
Hazlehofer
 plans to 
catch for an 
Oakland 
team
 while 
Corder  will 
hook
 on with 
an
 American 
Legion  
team in Novato. 
IIntramural
 
Announcements
 
I 
SOFTBALL
 
Hurler  Dennis
 Deichler 
spinned 
a three
 hit shutout
 to lead 
Alpha 
Tau 
Omega  to a 
5-0 blanking
 of 
Theta Chi 
in  the first 
game
 of the 
slow 
pitch playoffs 
Monday  on the 
South 
Campus 
field.  , 
Theta  Chi 
committed  
seven
 er-
rors that 
helped the 
winners  to 
the victory
 in the 
tightly
 pitched 
contest. The 
best -of -three series 
will close 
tonight  if a third
 game 
is necessary. 
The fast 
pitch All -College  
play-
off gets 
underway 
this 
afternoon
 
at 3:45 
with ATO
 battling 
the 
Grass 
Menagerie.
 Both clubs
 went 
undefeated  
in
 its 
respective
 
league.
 
The 
Menagerie  
closed
 the 
regu-
lar 
season  
Monday
 with 
a 14-13 
etiigng
 of 
Me
 and 
Them. 
The  
winners  
jumped  off 
to a 9-0 
lead 
in the 
first 
inning
 and 
then held 
off 
a spirited
 rally 
by Me 
and 
Them
 in the
 four 
inning  
game.  The 
game 
ended 
as
 a Me 
and 
Them  
runner
 
attempted
 
to
 score 
from 
third  on 
a 
sacrifice
 fly,
 but 
was  
tagged 
out by 
the catcher.
 
PRINTING
 
AND 
DUPLICATING
 
50
 
COPIES
 
$2"  
(8'/2 x 
11 One Side,
 
Including
 
Paper)
 
Other  quantities
 and sizes 
proportionately
 economical 
WHILE  
YOU
 
WAIT
 
(About  
10Minutes)  
Globe
 
Printing
 
Co. 
(INSTA-PRINT  
DIVISION) 
1445 SOUTH 
FIRST ST.  
PHONE
 
295-6911
 
Coaches
 Call 
IC age
 
Meeting
 
For 
Tomorrow
 
Basketball  
candidates  
for  the 
1967-68
 SJS team 
are 
requested
 to 
attend a special
 
meeting
 
tomorrov.
 
at 
2:30  p.m 
in 
MG 
201. 
Assistant 
cage
 
coach  
Stan 
Mor-
rison, who made 
the 
announce-
ment,
 stressed the 
importance  
of 
the meeting, :did 
urged  
all  
players
 
to attend. 
SPARTAN 
DINNER 
SPECIAL 
Served
 every night 
STEAK
 
RIGATONI
 
GARLIC
 
BREAD  
$1.92 
MANNY'S
 
CELLAR
 
Mon.-Thurs.:
 
5-9
 p.m. 
Fri.
-Sat.:
 
5-10
 
p.m.  
175 
W.
 SE 
John  
286-5990 
1/2 Price 
Summer 
Make
-Up
 Offer
 
by 
DuBarry
 
Royal Velvet 
Luxurious 
Moisturizing
 Fluid Makeup.
 
Regular
 $3.50 
Now 
$1.50 
Sophisti-Creme 
Smooth,
 flawlessfinish creme 
make-up. Regular $2 
Now 
 $1 
Flatter-Glo
 
Silky, light
-textured  fluid 
makeup.  Regular $1.75
 
Now 
 5.88 
Select a Shade to 
Match  Your Summer Tan 
TENTH STREET PHARMACY
 
Tenth  & 
Santa  Clara
 294-9131 
ROP
 
to the 
airport  any 
old time 
(over  600 
flights
 a week 
between
 the Bay
 Area and
 Los 
Angeles/San  
Diego). 
Fly  
home  
on 
PSA
 
$11.43
 
plus
 fax
 
(if 
home 
is Los 
Angeks
 or 
Hollywood/Burbank)
 
Electra  
Jets 
$11.43,
 
Fan  
Jets
 
$13.50.  
San  
Diego  
$17.78  
and  
$19.85.  
Phone 
your  
campus rep  
Bob 
Dourgarian  292-1519]
 
or call PSA or drop in on 
your travel agent. 
1=Sik 
Coal 
TO
 PeOCTOrt 
NH
 Tat
 SIST 
vAtuat  
*NOS warren
 Of mos 
AND ASSURANCE
 
HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR'S 
We have
 been providing
 engagement
 rings  to
 
three generations
 Of girls In the San Jose area. 
YOU Can 
buy 
with assurance of 
quality and 
value 
when you select 
 ring from 
PROCTOR'S.  
Corns In and 
me our wonderful 
selection.  
Prices  from 
$100  
NO MONEY
 DOWN
  TERMS 
TO 
SUIT
 
YOU  
Service 
with 
integrity
 
91 
SOUTH  FIRST 
STREET,  
Downtown
 
SAN  
JOSE
 
307 TOWN & 
COUNTRY
 VILLAGE,
 SAN
 
JOSE
 
Open
 
Mon., Thurs. & 
Fri.
 
Nights
 
Eugene
 
Istomin
 
To 
Perform  
Friday;
 
Concert
 
Benefits
 
College
 Union 
Fund
 
Eugene  
Istomin.
 one 
of Amer-
ica's 
keyboard 
virtuosos,
 will 
appear
 in a 
benefit  
concert  
Fri-
day 
at 8:15 
p.m. in 
Morris 
Dailey  
Auditorium.
 His 
appear-
ance  is 
sponsored  
by the 
College 
Union 
Board 
of
 
Directors
 and
 
Blue
 Key 
Fraternity,
 
an
 upper 
division  
men's  
honorary.
 
Proceeds
 from the
 concert will 
..4440:41.014.watiwtow..41
 
ALPHA
 
OMEGA  
RHO 
salutes 
Paula  
Burnett
 0 
1
 Golden
 Rose 
Queen 
g4' 
SW.4.40...e......4.4.40:000Wolswisw
 
Open
 
Tonight
 
Until  
9 
p.m.  
fetekl-dE
 
be 
contributed  to 
the College
 
Union Fund. 
Tickets 
at 
$2
 
each 
are 
available  
at
 the 
Student 
Affairs 
Business  
Office,  Bldg.
 R. 
Istomin, though
 
still  
in his 
mid -thirties, is a 
veteran
 of 
the 
the concert 
stage.
 The 
artist  
began
 what has 
become a 
world-
wide 
career in 1943.
 when, as 
the 
winner of the Youth 
Contest
 
of the 
Philadelphia  
Orchestra,
 he 
made his bow 
with  
that 
com-
pany 
playing 
the Chopin
 F 
Minor Concerto. 
A few 
days later 
he
 made his 
New
 York 
debut in 
Carnegie 
Hall with 
the  New York
 Phil-
harmonic  
Symphoney  as 
the 
winner 
of the 
coveted 
Leven
-
t rit t Prize. 
Istomin's  
career  began
 to span
 
continents  after
 1950 
when
 Pa-
blo  Casals
 
requested
 
that
 the 
young  
musician  be 
invited 
to the 
Bach 
Festival 
at Prades,
 France.
 
Since  
that
 time
 he 
has 
played  
repeatedly  
in nearly
 every
 major 
music center. 
Once 
asked 
to 
explain  
his  
piarristic
 
approach,
 
Istomin
 re-
plied,
 "I 
simply
 
want
 my 
audi-
ences
 to 
share  my 
great 
excite-
ment
 about 
music." 
Take
 
her  to 
Bolumnon's.
 
A 
very 
special
 
restaurant
 
For a 
very 
special 
evening.
 
Try 
the frog 
legs 
provincial
 or the
 
chateaubriand,
 
the 
lobster  
thermidor  or 
the shish 
kabob. 
Start the 
evening 
at
 
Boluznnon's;
 
she'll  end 
it
 with a 
smile.  
1401
 South 
First 
at Alma 
292-1266
 
ENRICO
 BANDUCCI 
PRESENTS  
BILL 
COSBY
 
IN 
CONCERT  
WITH  
THE PAIR 
EXTRAORDINAIRE 
SAT.,  JUNE 
24th, 8:00 
pm 
WAR MEMORIAL 
OPERA 
HOUSE 
TICKETS:  $5.50, $4.50, $3.50, 
$2.50 
DOWNTOWN  CENTER BOX OFFICE 
325 MASON, SAN 
FRANCISCO 
SHERMAN-CLAY, OAKLAND 
C","7 
e, 
,j,S714..rkr  
.. - 
. . el, ..... 
eremo
   
mg. 
IIIM MIMS .1111 ,1111 
41111111111
 
Walk  in 
now for
 
Hofbrau-Style
 Food 
 
Moderate  
Complete
 
Dinners 
Roast  
Eastern  
Beef    
1.70 
Virginia  
Raked 
Ham   
1.70 
Kosher  
Style
 Corned
 Beef   
1.70
 
Roast
 Tom
 
Turkey    
1.70 
Chicago
 Style 
Pastrami    
1.70 
Roast
 
Turkey  
Leg    
1.55 
Prices 
 
COMBINATION
 
PLATES   
Any
 2 
meats  
1.95  
Any  3 
meats  
2.25  
Slab
 
of
 
nutty  
Swiss 
cheese 
.35 
orders
 
include
 
choice
 of 
Barbecued  
Beans,  
or 
Macaroni,
 
Bread  
and 
Butter  
Visit 
the 
Gaslite
 
Room
 
for 
Fun.  
Banquet Facilities.
 
Ballroom  
Leasing.
 
Hotel  
Rooms  from 
$85 per
 month.
 
SAN 
CARLOS  
at 
MARKET
 
STS.  
Located 
in the Sint 
Claire 
Hotel  
295-2626 
OUT OF THE PAST  The cheng is a Chinese instrument dating 
from the Tang and Sung Dynasties 
(618-1279
 A.D.). Professor 
Tsai -ping Liang, Chinese musician, will perform on the instrument
 
Friday 
night  in Concert Hall. 
Chinese 
Musician 
To Perform
 
Friday
 
By PAT TORT:M.0 
Spartan Dully Staff Writer 
A homebound boat drifting 
along a spring 
river... two win-
ter 
ravens  flying together
 above 
the horizon . . . blue
 fields 
breathing in a smoke of jade 
under
 
the
 
sum  
 
 
These quiet scenes, 
described
 
in the music of Chinese musi-
cians past and present, will be 
recreated Friday night in Con-
cert Hall during the recital of 
Professor Tsai-ping-Liang, mas-
ter 
of
 the cheng, an ancient 
Chinese string
 instrument. 
Tickets  for the "Concert of 
Chinese Classical Music" are $2 
general admission and $1 for 
students, and 
are available in 
the 
Student  Affairs
 Business Of-
fice, Bldg. R. 
Professor Liang, scholar, com-
poser and performer, is current 
head of the Classical Chinese 
Music Association in Taiwan, 
where he teaches in the National 
Normal School. 
He
 was a musi-
cian in 
Peking before the Com-
munists  took power. 
He has studied music in the 
Ti. S., and is the most Widely 
traveled Chinese musician. Lou 
Harrison, well-known American 
composer currently teaching 
Music  in World Cultures at SJS, 
Is responsible for Professor 
Liang's visit. Harrison has stud-
ied the cheng in Taiwan under 
Professor Liang. 
The  cheng was brought into 
Korea and Japan
 
during 
the 
Gallery Features 
Paintings of Dylan 
Twenty-eight paintings of Bob 
Dylan are now on 
exhibit  
through
 June 17 at 
the San 
Fernando Street Gallery, 62-64
 
E. San Fernando St. 
The theme of the exhibit was 
originated  by SJS art major 
Russell Brutsche,
 who has been 
directing operations
 of the stu-
dent-run gallery since January. 
In addition to the Dylan exhibit 
other recent works
 by SJS art 
students will 
be on display. 
This is the last 
exhibit
 of the 
student showplace, which will 
close for 
the summer. Robert 
Freimark, assistant 
professor,  is 
faculty co-ordinator
 for the 
gallery.
 
Tang and Sung Dynasties (618-
1279 A.D.), and has been popuar 
there ever since. 
In China, how-
ever it had become 
an archaic 
instrument
 until 
the advent of 
Professor Liang. 
Through  his personal interest 
and  dedication to the  instru-
ment, Professor Liang has made 
it one of the most 
important
 in 
Chinese classical 
orchestra  to-
day. The cheng,
 a member of 
the 
Asiatic  psaltery 
family,
 is 
a 
plucked
 instrument, 
often 
strung  in silk, with 
movable
 
ridges  for tuning. 
Professor Liang
 is a leader of 
the Wei Shin 
school  of cheng, 
which
 seeks to preserve the an-
cient 
heritage
 and repertoire of 
the instrument, 
while 
adding
 
new works to keep the school 
of cheng alive and creative.
 
Aside from 
ancient  Chinese 
folk songs and classical court 
music, Professor Liang will per-
form two original compositions, 
Longing for an Old, Old 
Friend,"  
and "Invalid 
Zither,"  and a com-
position 
by
 Mr. Harrison, "So-
nata for
 Psalter." 
Kaydett
 Officers 
To 
Be Installed
 
Kaydett
 Corps, women's aux-
iliary to Spartan Sabres, 
holds  
installation of officers and ini-
tiation tonight, 7:30 p.m. in the 
Memorial Chapel. 
New officers include: Nancy 
Jones, commander; Betty 
Knowles, deputy commander; 
Marilyn Johnson, operations of-
ficer; Kathy Dowrik, finance of-
ficer; and Joanne Johnson, pub-
lications officer. 
Pledges will be initiated
 into 
Kaydett Corps during a 
candle
 
light ceremony. 
Volunteers
 Needed 
Student volunteers are needed 
for a tutoring program in the 
Agnew-Alviso area, according to 
Bill B. Cole, community develop-
ment 
specialist.  
Students 
will  tutor junior high 
school pupils on a 1 to 1 basis 
for a minimum of one or two 
hours a 
week.  
Interested students may 
con-
tact Cole at 262-6340 or at his 
office, 1060 Taylor St., Alviso, 
for further information. 
_ 
Today is the 
last day to place a 3 -
time 
ad in Spartan Daily 
Classifieds 
Hours:
 MWF 10:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m., 
TTh 10 a.m. 
to 3:45 p.m. 
Closed daily between 
12:30  p.m. and 1:15 p.m. 
SPARTAN 
DAILY  CLASSIFIEDS
 
"Llke having 
a personal 
salesman
 1ng 22,000
 d oorbills." 
Wednesday, May
 24, 1961 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY -8 
Bard's
 
Romantic Drama 
EntertainsCapacityCrowd
 
I.1 \ DS 
T1 Mi 
Spartan MO Staff Writer 
Shakespeare's "As You Like It- delightfully entertained the 
capacity 
crowd  in the College Theater
 
Saturday  
night. 
The Bard's drama of romantic foolishness centers around four 
pairs of lovers - from the idealistic yearning of Orlando and 
Rosalind to the absurd pairing of Touchstone and Audrey. 
The locality of the play is the Forest of Arden. J. 
Wendell
 
Johnson's staging is entirely abstract. Johnson uses light projec-
tions to form a suggestion of green forest or a starry sky. 
The opening act, typical of 
Shakespeare's  plays, is used as an 
introduction; it is 
awfully dry and could be conveniently shortened. 
However, 
Dr. Paul W. Davee, 
the director, 
obviously  decided to 
loyally  follow the script. 
The pace quickens during the 
second act. The 
student east 
members begin to handle their 
roles with ease and the audi-
ence's interest is 
heightened  by 
their frolicsome
 actions. 
Celia, portrayed by 
Terry So-
modi, outshines the
 entire cast. 
Celia 
is described as less
 fair
 and 
less gifted 
than Rosalind.
 How-
ever,
 Miss Somodi's
 grace and 
poise  charmed 
the
 audience. 
Ken  Kopec's 
Touchstone  and 
Penny 
Compagna's
 Audrey 
also  
won 
the 
audience.  
The  pair 
bring 
much
 comedy and
 life to 
the 
play. 
"As You 
Like  It" will 
be re-
peated  
tonight
 through 
Saturday 
in the 
College  
Theater
 at 
8:15.  
The 
proceeds
 from 
tonight's 
performance
 will 
go to the 
John
 
R.
 Kerr 
Memorial
 Scholarship,
 an 
award to a 
meritorious
 senior or 
graduate 
drama  student. 
Tickets at 
$1.50
 general
 admis-
sion 
and  75 
cents  for 
students 
are 
available
 at the 
College 
Box 
Office  and 
at the 
door.  
SJS Baha'i
 
Club
 
To 
Begin  
Project
 
In East 
San 
Jose  
This 
summer the 
35 members
 
of the 
SJS 
Baha'i
 Club 
will
 con-
duct a 
service 
project
 in East
 
San Jose. 
The  project 
will  con-
cern itself 
with  tutoring, 
recrea-
tion, arts 
and  crafts 
and
 other 
programs 
designed  to 
"integrate  
the 
residents
 and 
provide
 a last-
ing 
community  
spirit,"  accord-
ing to Bill 
Bramkamp,  
publicity
 
chairman. 
This east side
 project is a 
pilot  
for other
 programs 
which are 
being 
started 
throughout
 the 
country.
 
According
 to 
Bramkamp.  the 
Baha'is have
 been active in 
in-
ternational  
affairs,  
"bringing
 to-
gether the 
diverse elements
 
ol 
campus 
and community 
groups 
throughout
 the nation 
and creat-
ing a spirit 
of world citizenship
 
and understanding
 which they 
hope 
will
 generate a new feeling 
of ease 
and  understanding 
be-
tween 
Americans  and 
other  peo-
ple of the world." 
Next fall, the SJS 
Baha'is  will 
attend two of 
five  international 
conferences to be 
held through-
out the 
world. One will
 be in 
Panama City to dedicate a new 
Baha'i
 Temple currently
 under 
construction. The 
other one will 
be 
in
 Wilmette, Ill., where the 
portrait  of their founder 
Ba-
ha'u'llah will he 
revealed.  This 
event is of 
great importance to 
the 
Bahals since the portrait 
is so rarely displayed. 
More information about
 the 
SJS Baha'i Club may be-
tained by contacting 
Fritz or 
Vida 
Verduyn, 231 E. San Fer-
nando.
 
How  
Do
 
College
 
Girls
 
Educate 
Their
 
Mothers? 
McCall's  
Editor
 Lynda 
Bird 
Johnson
 gets 
the  
straight
 
answers  from
 college 
girls on 
how
 to deal 
with mothers'
 
"hypocrisy"..,
 
protect  
parents  
from 
truths 
that
 would 
"hurt
 them too
 badly"...
 reach 
and 
persuade  
"unreceptise"
 
and 
"unwilling"
 mothers
 and 
open their
 minds to new 
ideas. She 
reports how 
a college 
girl deals 
with  parents 
who 
"want  me to think
 for mrelf 
hut
 when I do it, they 
always act scared
 to death." 
Read "They Act As 
If We'd 
Invented 
Sin." In June 
McCall's,
 
AT ALL 
NEWSSTANDS  NOW. 
BUT It 
OK 
050)5
 
eV
 
sUBSCRIPTION  - 
Al 10111 
LOCAL 
COLLEGE
 
BOOKSTORE  
What Is 
Understanding/
 
You
 are invited to consider this 
and other subjects
 with us. 
Meeting tomorrow 
at 7.30 p.m. 
Chapel at the corner of S. Tenth 
and San Carlos Streets. 
Christian  
Science
 
Organization
 
SIX WEEK 
SUMMER 
MODELING 
COURSE 
Call Now  No 
Obligation 
 Free 
Personal Consulta-
tion.
 Betty Jesse 
Finishing 
School 
and  Modeling 
Studio.  
436 Los 
Gatos
-Almaden
 Rd.
 
345-6003
 Call 
Anytime  
371-3261 
7 Days a 
Week
 
Is 
this
 
man 
a 
double
 agent?
 
R. Sheldon
 Onstead 
No,  but he 
knows  a lot
 about 
security.  A 
former
 campus 
repre-
sentative,  he is a 
member of Prov-
ident
 Mutual's 
Internship  
Program 
for 
undergraduates.  
Sinc becom-
ing a
 
full-time  representative.
 Mr. 
Onstead has 
qualified  for 
member-
ship in the 
Provident
 Mutual
 Lead. 
etc Association
 and tire 
company's
 
Top 50 Club, 
which is 
comprised of 
the 50 
leading
 agents throughout
 
the United 
States. A million 
dollar  
producer, this
 man's knowledg
 and 
experience  can be 
helpful
 to you. 
For information 
regarding
 ithr 
your own life insurance
 program or 
a
 
career
 in sales 
management,
 
call
 
Shel at 297-5707. 
BEN REICHMUTH,  
C.L.U.  
Manager
 
R. SHELDON 
ONSTEAD,  
C.L.U. 
PROVNINT 
MUTUAL 
EMEl= LIFE 
INSVOPICL CO ..... Or MiL0111.1.1.1in 
675 
N. 
1st  297-5707 
ESCAPE TO 
THE  
CLUB
 
MEDITERRANEE
 
 
  
the 
village  of 
thatched 
Tahitian
 
bungalows
 
along  a 
white  
coral
 beach 
where 
the  warm 
blue 
waters  of 
the  
Pacific
 lap 
gently  on 
white 
sands. 
Enjoy  two weeks
 in 
TAHITI
 
$585
 total
 
ill! l' INCLUDES:
 
 
Round Trip 
Air  Fare 
 
Hotel  and 
Meals  
 Free 
Scuba 
Diving,  
Snorkel-
ing, Sailing, 
Wate.  Skiing, 
and
 
Deep Sea 
Fishing. 
Three 
Weeks 
$630
 total 
Si.
 
Claire  
.ravel 
Service  
219 Town & Country 
Village  
74 W. San 
Carlos 
Phone 241-2100 
Phone
 
297-1700  
JET 
TO 
EUROPE
 
THIS 
SUMMER  
EUROPE  
'67 
From
 '399 
inc. 
tax 
JET ROUND
 TRIP 
CHARTERED 
FLIGHT 
(for 
Oats
 college students, 
faculty
 
and their immediate
 families) 
From  Los Angeles 
to London: 
vie 707 
Jet 
Prom 
Oakland
 to Brussels: 
via 
707 Jet 
($437) 
From San Francisco
 
to Madrid. 
London
 or Paris:
 
($476.50) 
Group flight. 
From San
 Francisco 
to Madrid, 
London  or Paris: 
($476.50)
 Group
 flight. 
Call  or 
Write  
Prof. David Maga 
1526 
Arbutus  Dr., S.J. 
264-9275
 after 8 
p.m.
 
June
 
13 -Sept.
 5 
June
 17 -Aug. 29 
June 
20
-Aug. 
30
 
June 15 -Sept. 6 
Air and land arrangements by: 
SAN JOSE 
TRAVEL  SERVICE 
223 S. First 
St.,  S.J. 
297-8000 
Not state
 
college sponsored or 
controlled.  
Plea. send m information 
on charter flights to Europe. 
Name   
Address   
City   
Phone   
114 -SPARTAN
 ISA TIT 
Wedreviinv
 
Mn v 
24.  1467 
Spartaguide
 
TODAY
 
Kaydett 
corm
 7:30 p.m. 
Me-
morial
 Chapel, Initiation 
of
 pledges 
and installation
 of officers will be 
held.  
Cycling
 Association, 6 p.m.. Sev-
enth and 
San  Fernando. A twilight 
bicycle
 ride. 
Society 
for Advancement of 
Man-
agement. 7:30 
p.m.,  Sweden House. 
Attorney Melvin Belli will speak. 
Social hour will be at 6:30 p.m., 
and dinner
 at 7 p.m.
 
German Club, 3:30 p.m., Building 
N, Room 8A. 
Plans  for a beach 
party will be made. 
Neuman
 Center. 6 30 p.m., 79 
South Fifth Street. A prayer 
for 
peace will he said. 
TOMORROW 
('hl Sigma EposHest 3:30 p.m.. 
E336A. 
Election 
of 
officers
 will 
be held. 
Newman
 Center, 
6:30 p.m.. 79 
South Fifth Street. A prayer for 
peace will be said. 
Alpha
 Delta 
Sigma,  
7:30 p.m. 
For 
further
 in formation,
 
contact 
an ADS member. 
An invitation ban-
quet will be held. All advertising 
majors and dates are welcome. 
11111,1 
7.30 p.m., New-4nari Cen-
 
Duality  service 
 Expert
 repairs 
 Convenient location 
Free 
theater
 pass 
to our 
customers  
We will give every
 Paragon VW 
patron  
a free pass to 
Fox Bayshore
 Drive-in 
Theater.  Offer 
expires
 May 3 I, 
1967. 
Paragon
 Volkswagen
 
Service
 
646 
Auserais 
Arc Open Monday through Saturday
 
at Royal 
295-8425
 
San 
Jose 
HIGH
 INCOME 
VACATION  JOB 
You can earn 
large income 
through 
commission sales 
this summer and 
still have plenty of time
 
for recreation.
 
Enjoy 
your
 work with the mornings free to 
swim, surf, and 
play golf; which is a far cry 
from the usual menial
 type of summer work. 
You will 
receive
 
sales training 
second to none 
in the 
industry.
 
CONTACT 
AMERICANA  
CORPORATION  
151 87th St. 
Daly City 
ter. Election
 
of officers
 will
 be 
held and a social hour will follow 
the 
meet ing. 
Spartan Sabres, 6:30 p.m.. 
Mil-
ler's Steakhouse, 163 
West
 Santa 
Clara.  Initiates may 
attend this 
banquet
 for free. 
In.stallation of 
new officers,
 initiation of 
new 
members and
 a social 
hour
 will be 
held. 
Parents 
Day Committee,
 6:15 
p.m., 
Tower
 Hall, President's
 
Con-
ferenee  Room. 
Angel
 
Flight.
 6:30 p.m., 1 If' 1 
This will 
be the last 
function of 
the year. 
Christian
 Science
 Organization,
 
7:30  p.m., 
Chapel
 of Itecrincilietion,  
Tenth  
and  
San  
lie 
Psych
 
Pre -Reg 
Request
 Pick -Up 
Starts  
Tomorrow
 
All 
Pt:yell° 
lOgy 
majors  
must
 
pick
 up a 
request 
for a 
Pre reg 
istration
 Card 
between  
3:30 and 
5:30 
p.m.
 tomorrow
 and 
Friday,  in 
Cl 
[337, where 
all  pre
-registration
 
ill be  held. 
The schedule
 will then 
be as 
follows:
 
MONDAY,
 May 29 
0 raduate 
Students
 
and 
Seniors 
(ONLY)
 
00
 4:30 p.m.
-Turn in Request
 
to 
Pre
-Register.  
5:00-5:30
 p.m.
--Check
 list to 
see 
whether
 you obtained
 seat in 
classes
 as 
requested.
 If 
not, 
file revised
 request 
(green). 
WEDNESDAY, 
MAY  31 
ii Remaining 
Psychology  Mapes 
s 
a.m.--Check
 lists post-
ed 
showing  
closed 
sections.
 
11:45 
a.m. 
Turn 
in
 Request 
ta Pre
-Register.  
10-3:30
 p.m.- - Check list to 
see 
whether 
you  obtained 
seat  in 
classes
 as requested.
 If not, 
file l'es 
1S(nt request. 
No I tat her pre -registrations will 
be considered after 3:30. 
Final 
lisis
 
is posted 
at 4:30 p.m. 
- - - - 
'Walk
-In' 
Exam Due 
For June
 Grads 
A
 
'walk-in" Federal Service 
Entrance Examination
 will be held 
on 
Saturday at 9 a.m.
 in JC141 
for June and 
summer graduates 
interested in career positions 
with 
the federal government. 
No spe-
cial arrangements 
need
 to be made 
to 
take
 the test. 
The exam is designed for young 
people is ith a 
college
 education 
who wish to enter the federal serv-
ice. Positions filled through this 
exam include personnel adminis-
tration, contract management, 
supply and others. 
11th 
. 
NW 
AN IVEscu) 
LET
 
''.11  .... .f 
RODS
 
- 
AMTCNELL-HARNEL-PENN-OLPICK
 BREWER -SOUTH
 BEND -
OCEAN CITY -AND 
ALL  TOP NAME BRANDS 
IMELUOED-NURRY  
1/2
 
OFF
 
CREELS  
99 
COLLECTORS 
PARADISE
 
WE
 
TRADE
-RENT
-BUY
 
WE 
BUY -SELL -TRADE -RENT 
SUNS
 
and  
GUNS. 145001 COMICTION OF 
NEW A 
NITLITARY 
SUNS 
ON 
FFIE  PENINSIMA 
-COLLECTORS
 
ITEMS
 TOO 
 
RY
 
PEIsliuENT
 
741? MOUNTAIN VIEW 
1299  
EL
 (AMINO
 
Y70-51i71(09SHIRE
 
Charge  
or
 _ash 
OPEN 
'TIL 
9.71:1
 
 
SUNDAY
 
10-5 
SATURDAY
 9 A.111,
 TO 
P.A,  
miTcHELL  
KID'S 
SPIN
 
REEL
 
OUTFITit,.
 
'RSH
999
 
Sinker
 
Reg  
1995
 
-304
 
1.99
 
ROD/REEL
 
COMBINATION  
SIP 2pc 
Spin Rod 
& 
Wasp reg 
Spin
 Reel 21.90
 
HOOKS
 
c 
SWIVELS
 
9¢, FLIES
 
3cea.
 
HIP 
WADERS 
5.99 
STOCKING
 
FOOT 
LINE 
TEST 
to 
2-55 
SUPER
 
DUPER BOMSERS  MEARS 
8, MANY FAMOUS 
BRANDS  
250 
LB 
TEST  
i 
LURES  
Hand
 Guns
-All
 Types 
from 8.611 
GUNS 
GUN CASES
 from
 1.99 
GUIL RACKS 
from 2.99 
SHOTGUNS  
29.99 
k 
I 
I 22 RIFLES 
16.99 
CAMPING
 
GEAR
 
SAVE
 
NOW
 
WITH  
GREATER
 
SIalion
 
WAGON  
PAD 399 
FLOOR
 
SAMPLES
 
WHITE  
STAG
 
50%
 
OFF!
 
COOK  
SET 
LIver 
499 
II 95 
Portable 
John 
799 
Reg 691L  
STATION
 
WAGON 
::11, 299 
TRESS
 ..11 
R .5.95 
LIFE  RAFT 
MAN 1399 
NEW 
2 -MAN 29.99 
THERMOS 
LANTERN
 
99 Reg 
9 
17 45 
THERMOS 
Store 
2
-Burner
 
1 
2992:V5 
Ux,.,,Afl 
Gas  
PROPANE
 
TURNER
 
2 Burner
 Stove 
0" 19" 
22 95 
TENTS
 
I AMNIA
 LA 
ClIALAT 
rani,/ 
STATION 
WAGON 
T I A 
Olho 
SLEEPING
 1 
/ 
BAGS
 71:T4
 INSTGAG 
2 OFF  
SALESMAN 
SAMPLES 
FACTORY 
CLOSE.OUTS
 - °MON-
 599
 
DRUM  
COLORS
 ETC. SOME
 ONLY 
ONE OR 
TWO 01 
A RIND,  
HURRY! 
0 
SPECIAL 
WHITE  
STAG 
2 
i19" 
SPECIAL 
BACK  
PACKERS
 
14199
 
Vtio.  
MUMMY
 BAG
 
:;1,
 1 
7 
STERLING  
ClIMATIC 
00% 
DOWN
 
BAGS
 
2 -LB.
 
SKIER  
or 
McKINLEY  
,3999
 
,p2 
51171-699 
DOWN 
BASEBALL
 
41) 
GLOVES
 
TENNIS  
RACKETS
 199
 
BADMINTON
 SET
 
LIFE 
JACKETS
 
279 
BOAT 
CUSHIONS 
WATER  SKIS 
fr: 
AMPING
 
GEAR  
TA 
KIPS
 
SURFBOARD
 Blanks 
14.99  'WET 
SUITS 
41
 an Rog 
Finish
 It Yourself 
'Surfer  JACKET 
I L s7 7 19.95 
......  _ 
Mk us 
Reo  IIII . 
windbreaks
 
WILSON
 
KROYDEN
 
STARTER
 
SET
 
MEN'S AU
 
..... 
- 
-,
 8,-.. - 
11515
 
1.99 
!PAWING 
Anson 
_ 
- _ 
IMF 
Tont IIIAlo is. 
31 
*sews  
....pe
 
sg.til.e.
 ix (As Heave Vinyl 
1.99   
M"6116"
  
Includes
 
99 
ti.a.:=41.1.' jii; Ponchos I. NORO 
'" 
I I I C r I 
.. 
- 
EN'Putters
 
0199110dd
 
c 
99
 5 -Irons
 
Reg  
26_  
.,......_-.,...,
 71:17:11rrirTnIO
 rr. n.., ,7.,
 - - -%., 
Janes  5.11 'Woad. ea 
2 
Woods  
65 00 
NO 
OTHER  STORE 
OFFERS
 
SUCH
 
DISCOUNTS
 
Spartan
 Daily  
Classifieds  
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
If 1 
$401
 LOS
 
ANGELES/AMSTERDAM
 
round  
trip 
JET 
June  
25September
 5. 
Several  
seats 
available.
 
Alliance  
Francais.
 c/o 
SIERRA
 
TRAVEL,
 9875
 Santa 
Monica
 
Blvd.,  
Beverly  
Hills. 
12131 
274-0729.
  
AVIATION  
TRAINING
 
Academic
 
Excellence
 
Summer  
Programs
 
Oakland
 
International  
562-3482 
SIERRA
 
ACADEMY
 
OF 
AERONAUTICS.
 INC.
  
REUNION,
 SAN
 JOSE
 HIGH,
 Class
 of 
'62.
 
Contact
 
Louise  
at
 
738-1185
 or 
Lynda  at 
298-3599
 before
 June 
I.  
DOVES
 hear 
Congressman
 
Don  
Edwards,
 
Washington
 
Report
 
Dinner,
 June 
10, 
Fairgrounds.
 $4.50.
 Call 
269-0773.   
SOARING.
 
Pilot
 interested
 in a glider
 
investment  
at end 
of
 summer.
 Looking
 
for  
partners.
 Call 
Stuart
 Bugg, 
295-9559. 
TOWER  
LIST on 
sale in 
all 
bookstores. 
75c.  
Get yours 
for 
pre-reg!
   
EXTRAORDINARY
 
KITTENS 
free 
to
 
good
 home.
 Phone
 
297-0779,   
WOULD
 LIKE
 
FEMALE
 
companion
 to 
travel to 
Mexico for 2 
weeks. Leave
 end 
of August 
or first of 
September,
 return 
for  
school.  
Millie,  
293-9877.
  
VNEEI 
MIXED  
GERMAN  
SHEPHERD  
and Labrador
 Retriever 
pups.  7 weeks. 
Call 948-4837.  
TODAY 
IS THE 
LAST DAY TO 
PLACE 
A 3 -TIME AD 
IN SPARTAN DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS.  
AUTOMOTIVE
 I 
2 1 
'58 
PONTIAC.
 
Must  sell. 
Needs 
some 
repair.
 $100 or 
. . .7 
Call
 weekends
 or 
evenings. 294-2266.
 
'63 
TR 311. 
Excellent
 
condition.  
Well 
cared
 for. 
Many 
extras.  
Asking  
blue-
book.  
Call
 245-3897
 after 
6 p.m.  
'64 
TRIUMPH  
500. 
Excellent
 
condition.  
stock.
 $650 
or offer.
 286-6143.
  
11-3 19.
 White, 
new 
tires,  
motor
 in 
good 
condition.
 
$250  
or offer.
 Call 
969-8786
 after 9 
p.m.  or 
weekends.   
64 
HONDA  305 
Scrambler.
 Good
 run-
ning  
condition.  
Must
 sell. 
Call
 298-3641.
 
'55 
DODGE.
 
Excellent
 
running
 
condition.  
Best offer 
takes  it. 
292-8226
 after 6 
p.m. 
'58 
TR-3 $525. 
'54 
Chevrolet  
wagon  $95. 
'64 Bridgestone 50 
cc motorcycle.
 
$90.
 
Call 
251-6880.
  
1961
 AUSTIN HEALEY
 Sprite.
 Good 
running 
condition, good 
body, recent 
tuneup. 
Top and tonneau
 cover. $550. 
Call 
evenings,
 225-8832.  
1957  KARMANN 
GHIA. Good 
condi
 
lion,  new 
paint,  tires. $500. Dr. 
Wasser-
man,
 out.
 2210. 
354-7205 evenings.  
TR4-A. Excellent 
condition.  Leaving 
country. Must sell for $2,300 
or 
best 
offer. 269-1411.  
'62 
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 Mark II. 
Wire  
wheels. 2 tops, ovedrive. Must 
sell!  
Make offer, 245.6941.  
350 HONDO 
SCRAMBLER.  $450. Corn -
petition -bred, excellent for 
any kind 
of 
riding. Ask for 
Kip, 351 S. I 1th, #8 
Or call 286-1683.  
1959 
MERCURY. Good condition, 
low 
mileage.
 New tires. $350. Phone 287-
1078.  
'60 CORVAIR. 3
-speed.
 Rebuilt engine, 
new seats. $425 or offer. Cathy Clawson, 
295-9588 
between  4 & 7.  
'58 VOLVO. Radio, good tires.
 British 
racing green. $375 or offer. 287-0665.  
HONDA SPORTS 50, 1966.  Excellent 
condition. 2,000 miles. $225. Call 
269-
7166 after 6 p.m. 
Must  sell!  
GERMAN CAMPER, VW '62. $1,295. 
1 owner. 
Excellent  care. Sleeps 5. Extras, 
economical. 
Call 356-4266.  
66 VW MICROBUS Deluxe. 9,000 miles, 
perfect  condition. Professor original 
owner. Evenings, 356-6766. 
FOR 
SALE 131 
FENDER 
DE LUXE Reverb
 1-12" ampli-
fier. 
7 months old. Bargain. 
Call after
 
6 p.m. 264-4650.  
STEREO TAPES 
for home. Must 
sell.  All 
kinds. Four -track, 
seven-inch  reels. Very 
reasonable.
 294-7316.  
RADIAL DRILL PRESS, $37.50. 
Lathe, 
$15.
 
Other  power tools. 
292-0409.  241-
1943.
  
BLOND WIG AND 
CASE. Human hair, 
adjusts to 
fit. Medium length. Almost 
new. Will take best offer. 227-6164.  
20 
ACRES  OFF HIGHLAND 
WAY, 
paved country road,
 beautiful trees, less 
than 
1/2 -hour 
from Los Gatos. $16,000 
with $4,000 down. (408) 426-6400.  
21 
ACRES, 1000 foot frontage on year-
round Uvas Creek. Beautiful 
setting. 
$30,000 with $6,000 
down. 14081  426-
6400. Hill & 
Dale
 Land Company.  
NEW ..HARMONY.. ELECTRIC guitar. 
Double pick-up. Must sell. Also small
 
two plug-in amplifier. After 4, 287-0934. 
MAGNAVOX AM -FM, short wave con-
sole. Revere-Wollensek tape recorder. 
Call 293.9951 after
 4 p.m.  
HAMMOND SPINET
 ORGAN, model 
M3. Like new. Call 293-4326.  
ELEGANT 
FORMAL wedding 
gown. 
Was $75, now $35. Call 293-5558 after 
6 
p.m.  
OUR 
LOSS 
your
 gain! New
 
beautiful
 
wedding ring set. Cost $725, sacrifice 
$425. Almost I carrel. 252-2440.  
STEREO 
EQUIPMENT:  Garrard turn-
table Eico Amplifier. 2 
speakers.
 Best 
offer. 286-5578. 
HELP WANTED 011 
DRIVER FOR ICE Cream 
truck. Male 
up to 60. Full or
 pert -time.
 Good com-
mission. 358 N. Montgomery,
 S.J. Call 
9 to 11 a.m. 297-4228. Mr, 
Green.  
CLASS OF '67 
Here's an unusually
 fine opportunity. 
We're looking for an individual for 
our  
sales organization. This is dignified ca-
reer selling, representing a financial in-
stitution. A prestige ' product." High 
commission Guaranteed high income 
during
 
21/2 -year
 training 
course.  If 
you're  
graduating from college and looking 
around for the right thing. let's talk it 
over. Don Roller, C.L.U.,
 General Agent. 
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co., 
286-4010.  
NEED MONEY? Can you 
sell? We need 
college 
representatives. Quality Sports-
wear,
 Bo. 1345, 
Lincoln,  Nebraska,   
PROF'S WIFE NEEDS 
girl with transpor-
tation 
for light housework during sum-
mer, 20-25 hours per week. $1.25 hour. 
May start immediately.
 252,3801. 
PERSONNEL
 SEARCH AGENCY is now 
recruiting for several
 national compa-
nies for the 
following NO FEE positions.
 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERS to $750
 
to $750 
BDSRI6
 
DRAFTSMEN $600 
ACCOUNTANTS
 to 5650 
STAFF 
ASSISTANTS 
$500
 
PURCHASING TRAINEES 
$600 
UNDERWRITER  TRAINEES $550 
CLAIMS ADJUSTER TRAINEES $525 
PHARMACEUTICAL SALES
 
to 
$700+  
TECHNICAL
 SALES to 5650+  
Many other leo and no fee jobs. 
PERSONNEL SEARCH AGENCY 
1 I 1 W. St. John
 
Suite  310 
San Jose 
286-8181
  
ASSIST ENGINEERS
 in wind tunnel 
tests. 4 
full 
time 
jobs 2 night
 & 2 day 
shift. Engineering major desired. $450-
550. Mr. Gowen 961-1111 Extension 
2288. ARO 
Inc.  
DISCOUNT RECORDS INC. is opening 
a new store in San 
Jose  at 99C N. Red-
wood. Male sales clerks 
needed,
 
Some
 
retail sales experience desirable. Call 
Mr. Van Pelt, 371-2153, 7-8 p.m.  
"NOTHING HAPPENS 
UNTIL SOMEONE 
SELLS SOM 
ETH  I NGI" 
We 
are Iccking for men and women 
who want to make things happen - 
and if you have the ability to sell, we 
offer opportunities unlimited for 
income
 
and advancement. Guaranteed income 
and company -paid 
training program - 
excellent fringe benefits - 
prestige  
position.  
LET'S GET TOGETHER NOW! 
CALL EDWARD F. DOWER, 
MANAGER at 369-4136. 
METROPOLITAN 
LIFE 
INSURANCE  CO. 
1175 Marshall 
Street
 
Redwood 
City,  California 
An Equal Opportunity Employer  
SUMMER ORGANIZERS NEEDED for 
Vietnam Summer. Fork 
for peace. Apply 
at rally Friday or phone,
 292-0516.  
MOVING TO SANTA CLARA June 18, 
Need RELIABLE babysitter. Full-time 
summer or permanent.  Own 
transporta-
tion. Write Mr.
 Day, 325 Bernal, Liver-
more or call 
443-1902.
 References._ 
WANTED: SINGLE COUNSELORS, 21-
35. for fine Kings Canyon private girls' 
camp for: Archery, 
Riflery (male o.k.), 
Yearbook
-photography.  English Riding. 
Also 
need Bookkeeper & Kitchen Help-
ers. 
967-8612. 
HOUSING
 IS` 
NEWLY -FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS  - 
Now renting for summer & fall. 2 and 3 
bedrooms, new carpets & furniture. extra 
large kitchen, living rooms, & bedrooms, 
pool, sundeck, 
fireplaces,
 party room with 
color TV. $25-37.50 a month per 
person.  
21$  S. 12th, 297-4673; 470 S. 
11th
 
295-2242.  
MALE ROOMMATE 
needed  to share de-
luxe 2 -bedroom
 apartment. Any time 
after June I. $75 per month. 292-2233.  
LOW SUMMER RATES. Georgia n ne 
A18p4a3ixtments, 2 
and  3 bedrooms, 
air 
con-
ditioning, pool. 695 S. 
11th.
 Call 
287- 
FURNISHED I & 2 
bedroom
 apartments. 
$90-$140 
month.  
Pool. 
121 N. 
8th. 297-
5203.   
WANTED:
 SECURE, 
reasonable  storage 
area for my furniture & 
appliances
 for 
the summer. 
295-8916.  
SAN FRANCISCO
-Two 
girls needed 
to 
share 
apartment  in 
San Francisco
 this 
summer. Call Gloria 
287.1591.   
$135 
LEASES o 2 
bedroom
 
fully fur-
nished home at 440 Elizabeth 
St. neat 
10th and 
Santa Clara. 
Walking  distance 
to SJS. Zulpo Realty day 
or night, 259-
4230.
  
FEMALE WANTS TO share her apart-
ment
-summer
 & fall if you like. Call 
Ho 286-1584 after 
4,30 p.m.  
HOME FOR SERIOUS, 
responsible
 
upper 
division 
or grad men. $150 
summer,  
$180 
fall. 400 S. 13th,
 Call 353-2084
 
after  
6 
p.m. or weekends, 
or write Sunni 
Slaughter, Box 383, Redwood
 Estates,  
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
to share 
beautiful
 apartment with 2 others 
fall
 
semester. 
Would  need
 car, 
but worth it. 
Pool, 
porch,  bar, parking. Royal Lanai.
 
$160 
month. 
258.6721.
  
NICE 2 -BEDROOM FURNISHED apart-
ments for fall and 
summer
 rentals. 
Cheap
 
rates.
 1/2
-block
 
from  SJS. 453 S. 
9th. See manager, apartment 2.  
GIRLS' UNAPPROVED 
boarding  house. 
Private apartments plus dining area. 10 
meals served
 per week. Also apartments.
 
summer rates. 292-7278.  
MALE 
ROOMMATES  NEEDED. Modern 
apartments, summer
 rates. Air condi-
tioned. Pool. 287-1542. 
Close  to school. 
3 ROOM 
APARTMENT.  Furnished. 
460 
S. 6th. Summer rates, $75 per
 month. 
Fall, $94. Cool, clean,  quiet.  
3 -ROOM APARTMENT.
 3 students at 
$36 each. Lease now 
for September [-
January 
IS.
 Cool, 
clean,  quiet.  
FURNISHED
 STUDIO-two blocks
 from 
State. Very quiet. Garage included. 
Available June IS, Phone 252-4247.  
SUBLET FOR 
SUMMER.
 I bedroom, fur-
nished,
 modern apartment. Only $73 per 
month. Ask for Chris, 295-9608.  
DEPARTING FACULTY 
MEMBER  has 
historic Los Gatos
 home for sale. 7 
rooms. Large 
lanai.  Darkroom. 62'040' 
magnificent lot, below Novititate winery. 
$25,000. Dr. Wasserman, 
Ext. 2210; 354-
7205 
evenings.   
RENT FOR
 SUMMER. 50'xI0'. 1
-bed-
room. Mobile home. Air conditioned. 
Newly -decorated. $75 month. 
294-8603.  
FEMALE  ROOMMATE WANTED for 
summer. Upper division student pre-
ferred. 29P-0953, ask for Judy.  
RESERVE APARTMENTS NOW! Sum-
mer,
 $60 to $110. Fall, $70 to $160. 
Studios, 2 & 
3 bedrooms. Clean, quiet. 
628 S. 10th St., 298-6319 1 to 8 p.m 
MWF, Saturday & Sunday only.  
SUMMER SUBLET June 24
-September  
IS,
 2 -bedroom, furnished house
 with 
large grounds. 10 minutes from Stan-
ford. 
$120 month. Evenings, 322-8166,
  
FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to 
share 
apartment  for summer
 and/or
 fall. 
San 
Jose  and/or San 
Francisco,
 286-
3815. 
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To buy, sell, rent or 
announce anything, 
lust fill out and clip 
this 
handy order 
blank. 
Send 
to: Spartan Daily 
CLASSIFIEDS,
 
1206, San lose 
State 
College,  San Joss 
Wit. 95114. 
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WANTED TO 
RENT: 
3-4  
bedroom
 
house. 
Beginning
 
August I.
 
Robert 
Levinson, 2805 Cherry Berkeley. 
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE 
ROOMMATE  
WANTED. 
Move in June 1st.
 3 -room 
apartment.  Sun deck. $57.50 
month.  
Apply 231 E. San 
Fernando,
 *7. or 
phone 286-6073 daily after 1 p.m.  
RENT FOR SUMMER. 50's10'. I bed-
room. Mobile home. Air 
conditioned.
 
Newly decorated.
 $75 
month.
 
294-8603.  
ROOM FOR
 MEN,
 single or 
double,  in 
private home. Quiet, 
light,
 comfortable. 
146 S. 
14th,   286-3025.  
APARTMENT TO 
SUBLET.
 Furnished. 
Responsible tenant. June 10
-September
 
10. Call 292-0794.
  
4-BEDROOM HOUSE for rent. Fully 
furnished & quiet. 
Large garage with 
ample storage. 2 blocks
 from campus. 
Available 
June 15th. $180. 
Call 252-
4247.  
TEACHER WANTS house 
or apartment 
for 2 with pool
 for summer 
session.  Will 
sublet. After 5 call 
354-7249.
  
MEN -LARGE
 COOL 
QUIET  single 
and double rooms 
with 2 kitchens, living
 
room
 and parking
-$25-30  per month 
for summer. See 
Rick at 532 S. 
9th  or 
call 264-3994 after 6 p.m.  
LARGE
 2 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS for 
2. $35 per month. For three,
 $30. Sum-
mer rates. 
Fall reservations
 also. 2, 3 & 
4 
people.
 635 S. 11th
 or 
call  298-0102.
 
SUMMER  
RENTAL.
 3 -bedroom,
 2 bath 
home.  Must see 
to appreciate.
 Nice, 
quiet. 
285 S. 12th. 
297-4497,   
FURNISHED
 I 
BEDROOM
 apartment.
 
Clean, 
quiet.  $79 per 
month. Call
 286-
4351. 
2 
UPPER 
DIVISION 
ROOMMATES
 
wanted  summer 
& fall to share
 apart-
ment 
with 4 
others.
 Dishwasher,
 big 
rooms.
 $30 
summer,
 $45 fall. 
286-0392.
 
487 S. 
6th #3.  
FURNISHED 1 & 
2 bedroom apart-
ments.
 Near 
campus.
 Summer 
rates. 
Call
 287-6116. 438 
S.
 9th St.  
NEEDED: 
ROOMMATE 
for fall. Grad
 
or upper
 division. 
Over  21. Roomy 
apartment.
 Call after 
4:30,  294-7111.  
932.50 -LARGE
 ROOM. 
Linens  fur-
nished. Male 
students or 
employed 
young 
man. 484 S. 
131h. Call  
293-2711.  
THREE 
ROOMMATES
 needed for Sum-
mer. 
Pool.  $30 per 
month. 
Call
 John 
297-7497. 
LOST 
AND FOUND
 161 
REWARD - $50 
for information lead-
ing to  return of 
305cc  Honda Scrambler 
license 431996. 
Taken from 4111 
& San 
Antonio on May 15.
 243-8543. 
PERSONALS Ill 
CUSTOM 
MADE 
contemporary  
wedding  
rings. 
Original
 jewelry 
in cast 
gold
 and 
silver.
 George 
Larimore, 
354-1273.  
SERVICES 181 
TYPING. 
Thesis, term 
papers, etc., a 
perienced & fast.
 Phone 269-8674.  
21 & MARRIED.
 Liability, 
properly
 dam 
age 
& uninsured 
motorist 
coverage
 on 
auto 
insurance. $21 
for 3 months. 
Dave 
Towle, 
244-9600.   
TYPING.
 Pica 
Electric.
 Work 
guaranteed.  
Call 243-6313
 between
 9 a.m. 
and 8 p.m.
 
EXPERIENCED
 TYPIST 
- Theses,
 term 
papers,
 etc. Zo 
Johanneck,  
258-4335,   
ASTOR'S
 COIN
-OP  
AUTO 
WASH
 AND WAX 
732 S. 
1st between 
Virginia  & 
Margaret.
 
Also 
Lincoln 
Ave.
 & Sunol-Vacs
 101 
250 
for 5 minutes
-It's easy
-Try  it!  
WANT A 
STROBE  at your 
party?  Psy-
chedelic 
products,  sales
 and 
rentals.  
Hal
 Finley, 
295-8570.
  
RENT
 A TV 
OR
 STEREO 
from 
Esche's.
 
Free
 delivery, 
free service,
 no 
contract
 
Call
 251-2598.
  
BABYSITT1NG.
 
Hour,  day, 
or week.
 Large 
fenced 
yard; play 
equipment.
 Mrs. 
Carlson,
 264-9054.
 
TRANSPORTATION
 
191 
RIDER 
WANTED  to 
New  York, 
Leaving
 
in June.
 Date 
flexible. 
Share 
expenses.  
266-1681.  
NEED 
RIDE TO 
New 
York
 or East 
Coast 
after 
June 8, 
Call Ray 
at 294-4193
 after
 
8 p.m.
 
RIDER 
WANTED
 TO 
MICHIGAN
 to 
share 
expenses  
and driving.
 
Leaving
 
June 8th.
 294-1357,  
I 
PERSON  
NEEDED  to 
share 
expenses  
around 
U.S. 
this  
summer.
 
Call
 Mike 
at 
286-3957.
 
To
 
place
 
an 
ad:  
 Call at 
Classified  
Adv. 
Office  -J206 
Monday,
 Wednesday
 & 
Friday
 
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. & 
1:15
 p.m. -3:45 
p.m. 
Tuesday & 
Thursday 
10:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m. & 
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m. 
 Send 
in handy order blank. 
Enclose cash or check. Make 
check 
out  to Spartan
 Daily 
Classifieds. 
 
Phenix 
294-6414,
 1st. 2466 
